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IITTROTXJCTTON
I
INTRODUCTION
II
The twentieth century has witnessed an increased emphasis
on the part of nations to provide protection for its workers.
One form of protection that has come to he regarded as necessary
and desirahle is that of sickness insurance. This type of insu-
rance would provide partial vnge-loss compensation for specified
periods to workers who cannot perform their regular work "be-
ll
cause of non-occupational illness or accident, l|
It is the purpose of this paper to describe and evaluate
from an economic viewpoint the state sickness insurance pro-
grams that have recently been legislated in the United states.
In order to accomplish this end, howevei*, a proper background
must first be presented. Chapter I of the thesis will, there-
fore, include a description of European Health Insurance Legis-
I
lation. Next, will be a brief summ.ary of "'orkmen*s Compensation
I
and Social Security legislation in the United States. At this
I point- state siclmess insurance legislation can be placed in its
I
proper setting. i|
I Chapter II of the thesis will include a discussion of fhe
problems involved in sickness insurance legislation. In addition^
the immediate backgroimd of state legislation will be discussed.
I
Chapter III will be devoted to describing the provisions
! of the Rhode Island, California, and New Jersey laws. Chapter
IV will be concerned with the administration (and the problems
involved therein) of the Rhode Island and California programs.
on:-
(The New Jersey law is too recent to have data upon Its adminls
tration.) In Chapter V, an evaluation of state sickness Insur-
ance will he presented on the basis of the experience of the
administration of the Rhode Island and California programs.

CHAPTER T
BACKGROUFB OF STATE STCKTvTUSS TFSURAFCE
LEGTSLATT017
r
5.
BACKGROUUT^ OF STATE STCKF^SS TFSURArc:^ LEGTSLATTOF |i
Tntroductlon
State sickness insurance laws represent a relatively new
field of legislation in the United States. Tb.ls type of legis-
lation may also be referred to as disability insurance. or sick-
pay "benefit legislation. ^Jhatever name is used, however, the
purpose of this kind of legislation is to provide partial cop?-
pensatlon for workers who suffer wage-losseg because of non- ll
occupational sickness or injury. In Europe, cotr^pulsory health-
insurance, which included not only compensation for wage-loss but
medical care as well, was first legislated about half a century
prior to disability insurance legislation in the United states.
It must indeed be recognized that Social Security legislation
,i
was not passed in the United States until 1935, Previous to
this legislation, the only protection afforded to workers in
the United States was that provided under the '"orkmen's Com-
pensatlon laws. The latter laws, which are not considered
f
part of Social Security, were not enacted until the second
decade of the twentieth century.
This chapter will he divided into three sections. First,
there ?/ill be a brief history of health insurance legislation
in Germany, Great Britain and France. Tn the second section ,
there will be a discussion of ''Workmen's Compensation and Socfal
Security legislation in the United States. The f^lrd section-
will deal with the definition of sickness insurance and Its
relation to prior legislation. li

1
Section I - Health Insurance in Germany, Great Britain, and
France
.
A. Germany
I
Coverage
Germany is generally credited with having first initiated
a system of compulsory health insurance .( 1) A law was passed
in 1883 which made it compulsory/ for wage-earners employed in
manufacturing, mines, railroads, construction, and river steam-
ships to become members in health insurance organizations.
The law also included salaried employees who earned less than
2000 marks (2)per year. According to Millis, the objectives of
i the law "were to check the trend toward Marxian socialism and
i to build up a national feeling of gratitude to a generous state",
i
[
as well as to solve some of the more pressing problems connected
i
with sickness and t'-^e s^'stem of poor re lief ,"(3)
|
I
By 1885, more than four million workers were insured
under the law, Addlticnal la7/s, passed in 1892, 1900, and 1903,
extended the coverage of compulsory health insurance to commer-
cial employees, miscellaneous clerical workers, and to various
" public employees provided that such emploT/ees did not have
|l
incomes exceeding 2500 marks per year. Further extenslcais of
(IjHealth insurance is broader in its scope than siclmess
I
insurance
.
i(2)Mark at par-s 23.92 cents.
(3)TTarry Alvin I.Iillis, Sickness And Insurance
,
(Chicago, THinois:
the University of Chicago press, 1937), p, 56.

7.
coverage were provided by the enactment of the Code of 1911. Tt
required all agricultural workers, domestic servants, and hoire
workers to he insured. In 1923, soT!ie professional groups
(persons employed in education, welfare work, and nursing) vere
included in the program. The extension of coverage under the
compulsory insurance program was further implemented hy revising
upward the income figures which determined whether or not cer-
tain classes of workers had to be insured. Tn 1927, industrial
workers who earned less than 3600 marks per year as well as non-
,
manual workers who earned less than 2700 marks per year -/ere
;
compelled to he insured. Consequently, by the end of the i;
1920's, approximately two-thirds of all the gainfully occupied
(those employed for wages) workers in Germany were insured.
This estimate did not include the dependents of covered workers'^
who were eligible for medical care. Tf they had been consi-^erecj,
the total amount of people insured under the program, woul'^ "^-lave
been 44 million out of a total population of 65 million. (4)
Carriers
I
German legislation required that covered wor?:^:ers become
members in "democratically governed" organizations which would
act as Insurance carriers. At the outset of t>ie program (in
the 1880's) miners* funds, mutual aid societies, guilds, !l
"building trade funds, and establishment funds were approved as
(4) Harry Alvin T'illls and Royal E. Montgomery, Labor
'
s ^isks
and Social Insurance . (Few York and London: T'cGravr^iil
Book Co., 1938), p. 277.

insurance organizations. Profit-making concerns suc^ as coroTner-
(5)
cial insurance companies were denied adrnlttance into t"He program.
These insurance carriers were required to meet the minimum
standards prescribed by the governm.ent. They had to provide
specified cash benefits and medical services and collect suffi-
cient revenues in order not only to cover operating expenses but
to provide a reserve as well.
The code of 1911 introduced some changes with regard to
carriers. It increased the minimum number of members required
for the approval of an insurance association. The standards to
1
I be met by approved insurance carriers were raised, Tn addition,
' some of the old t3'pes of carriers were eliminated and new ones
were admitted. Several types of organizations have served as
carriers since the Code of 1911 became effective:
(1) General locals
(2) Rural locals
(3) Work or establishment funds
(4) Guilds
(5) Miners* funds
(6) The Seamen's fund
(7) Substitute mutual funds (6)
The distribution of membership in 1934 among the German
carriers, excluding the Seamen's Fund, appears in Table below.
(5) Most insurance companies in the United States would fall
into this category.
(6) Millis, op. cit^., p. 59.
I

=4
Table #1
German Funds , Their ITumber And Membership
numberFimds or Carriers
Local 1,857
Rural 408
Establishment 3,135
Guild 710
Miners* Funds 33
Substitute 47
Fumber of Members
in tHou sands
12,124
1,802
3,002
529
564
1,878
SOURCE: Millis, op. clt
. ,
p. 59,
Contribution and Benefit Provisions
Under the German plan, contributions were made to the
carriers by workers and their employers. Up till 1934, workers
j
gave two-thirds and employers one-third of the contributions,
;
In that year, the government decreed that employers and employ-
I
ees should share the burden equally- half of the contributions
1
by workers and half by employers. Both the contributions and
the benefits were determined as given percentages of the bssic
wage for the class in 'which the wage-earner belonged,(7) The
j
basic wage was fixed by the government for each of the several
l;
[ groups of insured workers. The m.aximum. am.ount of contributions
|i was fixed at six per cent of wages and employers were held re-
i'
|:
sponsible for having all of their eligible workers insured.
(7) Ibid, p. 60

Employers, moreover, were responsible for the collection of con-
tributions from all covered einplo3?'ees
.
j
The German program provided for two major types of benefit
cash benefits and medical care. The most important cash benefit
was compensation for loss of time -in the insured worker's occupa
tlon due to disability. Benefits were prid beginning with f^e
fourth day of disability, i.e., after the insured worker had
served a three-day waiting period. The insured worker was en-
i
titled to receive benefits equal to 50 per cent of f^e basic
wage which was prescribed under the law for his class of work-
ers. (8) The duration of cash benefits was originally limited
to a maximum of 13 weeks. Tn 1903, however, the duration of
benefits was extended to 26 weeks.
Another form of cash benefit was the maternity benefit.
As the insurance program in Germany expan'^ed, t>»e benefits for
pregnancy were liberalized. At the inception of the compulsory
f
system, pregnant women were granted cash benefits for a period
I of three weeks. Later, however, cash benefits were exten/^ed to
! four weeks in 1893, six weeks in 1903, eight weeks in 1911, and
i finally to 10 weeks in the 1930 's. Tn addition, maternity bene-
fits were extended to include the wives of insure'^ workers.
A third type of cash benefit- which was considered a
minor cash benefit- was the funeral benefit. Tb.e government
(8) In 1903, the maximum daily wage for determining benefits
was raised fro*^ ^ .71 to ^ .91. Later, this figure was
increased to ^2J38.

provided that the dependents of the insured worker co^^l'^ .collect
a minimiiin benefit, equal to 20 times the basic wage of t>>e in-
sured, upon his death.
i
Medical care, as mentioned above, constituted the final
I
major type of benefit provided by the system. The minimum J
|i
i amount of medical care provided under the law included: the
services of a physician (or a specialist if needed), limited
ii
dental service, drugs and medical appliances, and maternity care
The duration of medical care was limited to 13 weeks at first; "
to 26 weeks, subsequent to 1903.
Administration '
The administrative machinery set up by each carrier to
operate the funds included, prior to 1934, an executive board
and a committee representing the insured workers and t'^-'e contri-
buting employers. In 1934, with the a'-ivent of the Fazi regime
in Germany, the principle of "democratic" government g9ve way
' to the principle of leadership. Consequently , a revision was
!
effected in the administration of the carriers under the compul-
\ sory insurance program. A "superior" officer was appointed as
' the leader by the government for each carrier. The leader took
I
the place of the executive board. In addition, each carrier had
j
an advisory council upon which equal representation was granted
I to the Insured workers and their employers. A physician was
j
also included in each council. The ope rati ens of the carriers
were supervised by district, superior, and central insurance

offices. A system of Insurance courts was also provided to ^^an-
dle appeals from decisions on claims which were handed down by
committees or administrators of the carriers.
i
i|
Expenditures and Operatl cms '
The cost of benefits experienced a steady Increase from
1885 to 1930. This fact can be attributed to the extension of
the Insurance programs ( and hence, the Increase in claims upon
it) and the increased liberality in benefits. Tn tv»e 19'50*s,
some economies v/ere effected by the government w^tlch >^elped to
decrease the cost of benefits. Table #2 below illustrates the
trend in benefit expenditures.
Table #2
Benefit Expenditures of the German
Health Insurance System
Year Marks ( thousands)
1885 52,759
1900 174,012
1914 487,996
1925 1,169,774
1930 1,649,946
1934 1,020,902
SOURCE: Millis, op. cit ., p. 64.
Several factors v/ere influaniii^i-l in causing the rise in the cost

'of cash benefits. Insured workers experienced an Increase In
their money wages. Benefit payraents were n^ade for longer periods
I
and under more liberal laws. In addition., many carriers made |i
payments exceeding the minimum benefits prescribed by law.
jj Moreover, there was a general tendency among fhe carriers to
' eliminate the waiting period before paying benefits. I'
As the insurance program developed, there was a shift in
)
emphasis from cash benefits to medical service. Table ^^f.^
,
(page 14)
r
I,
I Which gives a per-member cost breakdown of the expenditures j
'of the program. Illustrates this shift in emphasis. !;
Malingering was advanced as a cause of the increased costs
of benefits. It was attributed mainly to the fact tVigt not all
i
!
doctors were strict enough in certifying the disability of t>^e
j
insured, especially since these doctors administered f^e treat-
ment. In normal times, however, malingering v/as not an import-
I
' ant problem. THiring times of depression and widespread unem- ji
j
' ployment, especially before unemplo:/Tcent insurance was enacted
in 1927, malingering constituted a greater problem as was evi-
denced by the sizeable Increase in the number of claimants and
j recorded illness. (9) Two causes were advanced for this Increase.
First, workers wanted some m.eans of sustenance. Second, many
;
workers deferred treatment for illness and 'defects until a con-
venient time arose to stop working.
I
According to A.M. Simons and Fathan Sinai, the greatest
(9) Note that health insurance preceded unemployment Insurance
II
in Germany.
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cause for the increase in expenditures was the Increase in re-
corded sickness . (10) One manifestation of the increase in
recorded sickness was the increase in the duration of sickness
as illustrated by Tahle #4:
Table #4
Average Number of Pays of Disabling Tllness Per
Recorded Illness
Males Females Combined
1885 14.1 14.1 14.1
1913 19.1 24.4 20.6
1925 22.5 28.0 24.4
3.930 26.5 28.9 27.3
1932 28.6 30.2 29.3
1933 24.2 28.0 25.6
SOURCE: Data cited from. Isidore Sydney Falk, Security
Against Sickness, (Garden City: Doubleday, Doran
and Company, Inc.), 1936. p. 116.
B • Great Britain
Coverage
Compulsory health insurance was instituted in Great Brit-
ain in 1912 with the enactment of the National Insurance Act.
Previous to this Act, some wage-earners har! been insure'-*' against
(10) Algie Martin Simons and Nathan Sinai, The '^^ay of T^enlt'H
Insurance
,
(Chicago; the University of"nTicagoTress ,iy32)
,
P.5BT - =

16.
loss of wages due to disability through friendly societies,
trade-unions, sick clubs, and employer's provident funds. Tn
I
1911, however, the number of workers insured in this way amount-
ed to four and one-half million. After the passage of the
National Insurance Act, the number of insured workers increased
to 13,709,047.(11) The workers covered under the original law
included most of the manual workers plus many non-manual workers
who earned less than 160 pounds (12) a year. Workers in "except-
ed" employment ("excepted" workers) were exempted from coverage
under the Act. "Excepted" workers were teachers, civil service
workers, and sim.ilar workers who were already provided with
benefits at least equal to those under the Act.
||
As the insurance program developed in Great Britain,
various changes were made in the law. Tn 1919, non-manual work-
ers earning less than 250 pounds (instead of the original 160
pounds) were compelled to be insured. Tn 1920, amendments were
passed which served to prolong the sickness insurance rights of
unemployed workers. Tn 1925, the sickness insurance program,
was combined with old age insurance.
The insurance program covered all manual workers between '
I
II
the ages of 16 and 65. As m.entioned above, non-manual workers
||
Whose income did not exceed 250 pounds per year were also in-
jj
eluded. The general exceptions were persons employed witv»out |l
i
money v/ages. Tn additions, special exemptions were granted to
(11) Millis and Montgomery, op. clt . , p. 289. |i
(12) Pound at parsf^4.86. i'

persons working for t^e Cro^vn or for local anrf ofher public
I authorities , as well as to clerks or salaried officials worVing
I
for railways or other statutory companies, who were entitled to
I rights in a superannuation fund established by Parliament
. (13)
I
Employers were held responsible for seeing that all eUg-
1
Ible employees were insured. Government Inspectors visited
I
,
15-20 per cent of establishments each year to check on proper
I coverage of workers. By 1936, most wage-earners and approxi-
I mately one-third of the population of Great Britain were covered
'by compulsory health insurance.
Carriers
As in the case of Germ.an:/, compulsory insursnce under tv^e
British system was contracted out to carriers. Approved carrier
included friendly societies, trade unions, other mutual so-
cieties, and industrial insurance companies. Carriers were com-
pelled, however, to work on a mutual non-profit basis. Carriers
had the right to exclude workers from membership except because
of age. Workers who were not approved became "deposit contri-
butors"- i. e. they had individual savings accounts. The bene-
fits derived from their savings acco'-'nts by these workers who
were not accepted as risks by carriers, however, -.vere not ade-
quate if the workers became seriously ill or if they suffered
from general bad health. (14) To remedy this deficiency, legis- ji
(13) Millis, op. clt., p. 76
(14) Percy Cohen, The British System of Social Insurance,
(London: AllanlTo.), 1^5'^. p. 19?7 '

latlon passed in 1928 provided that these workers be made a
special group and given the same status as an approved society
(carrier)
•
The bulk of the insurance under the British prograw was
provided by industrial insurai ce companies. Agents from these
companies collected contributions from the insured workers at
their homes. (A stam.p system, was employed in Great Britain as
the means of paying for insurance. The agents merely collected
the stamp books in which the insured had pasted fHeir stamps.)
Tn addition, the insurance agents paid sicl-mess and maternity
benefits at the homes of the insured. These visits to the
workers' hom.es lent a personal touch to the insurance system.
Although these visits were more costly than other methods of
collecting contributions and distributing benefits, the indus-
trial insurance companies were more than compensated by the
advantages gained in these visits. First, these visits served
as selling points for the industrial companies in their compe-
tition with other carriers to increase their membership under
the l-ational Insurance program. Secondly, visits to the "Homes
of workers gave the industrial carriers the opportunity to
increase private insurance policies.
Contributions and Benefits
Health insurance was financed through contributions "by
covered workers and their employers. Goveimnent subsidies pro-
vided additional revenues to help finance the program.

Contributions were derived in t^^e form of weekly taxes upon
insured workers and employers. Unlike the German system, ^^ow-
ever, the British program imposed flat rates for men and women
as their weekly taxes. The government partially matched these
contributions and also bore the entire cost of the central ad-
ministrative machinery of the insurance system.
The British plan required four types of benefits: sickness'
Idisablement
,
maternity, and medical benefits. Tn a-^'dition,
[carriers provided additional benefits from their disposable
balances (funds that remained after all benefits had been paid).
Sickness benefits were paid for non-occupational sickness
or Injuries which prevented the workers from working for more
than three days. (Thus, workers had to serve a three-dsy walt-
j
ing period before they were eligible for benefits.) These
benefits were paid for a maximum period of 26 weeks, "'eekly
jbenefits were (like contributions) fixed at specified amounts
I for men, unmarried women, and married women. Tn order to qual-
ify for sickness benefits, workers had to make contributions for
26 weeks. To be eligible for full benefits, "However, contribu-
tions had to be paid for 104 weeks. Tf contributions vvere made
for more than 26 weeks but less than 104 weeks, benefits were l'
reduced to one-half. Carriers did not pay benefits, however,
unless they were notified of the worker's incapacity to work
II
and a doctor certified this incapacity.
The disablement benefit was a continuation of t>^e slc^-n->ess
benefit but at one-half the full rates. This benefit began

after 26 weeks of sickness and continued as long as a worker
was unable to work or until he reached the arre of 65 w^en >»e
received his old age pension. (15)
The maternity "benefit provided for the lurap sum payTnent
of 40 shillings to the insured males and females, Tf husband
and wife were both covered employees, the wife received 80
shillings. Tf only the married woman were insured, s>ie would
still receive a double benefit. Tn this case, fHe carrier
would supply half the benefit. To be eligible for maternity
benefits, insured worlkers must have m.ade 42 weekly contribu-
tions while engaged in covered employment. '
Tb.e medical benefits provided under the Britis"''^ system
were limited as compared to those provided under t^e German
program. ITo provisions were made for hospital, nursing, or
specialists' services except that they might be provided as
"additional benefits" (explained above), Moreover, there was
no provision for eye and tooth care. The medical benefit en-
tailed only the ordinary treatment by a panel doctor (one auth-
orized to work under the British program) and certain dri-igs
and appliances. The Y/orker becam.e eligible for the medical
benefit as soon a s he became an emplo^^ed contributor and he re-
mained eligible as long as he was engaged in Insured employment
Even after the worker became a penslonner at the age of 65, "'^e
was still entitled to the m.edical benefit.
(15) The disablem.ent benefit was paid only for non-occupational
siclmess or injury, thus, it did not conflict with "^ork-
= men's com.pensati on.

21.
Expenditures an^ Operat ions
i
"
—
'—
,1
The assets of carriers were periodically exar,ined by goJ
emment actuaries in order to detertnine what funds might be
made available for additional benefits. These funds were t^^en
designated as "disposable" or "distributable". Carriers co^.ld
then expend such funds upon additional benefits fHat were appro-
ved by the government.
,i
As the British program developed, operating costs in-
creased. Factors which caused these increased costs were:
(1) Increased rates of cash benefits.
(25 Increased cost of supplies*
(3) Better pay for doctors.
(4) Increased morbidity rates.
!
(5) Provision of additional benefits
. (16)
Nevertheless, govemm.ent authorities recognized f^at
benefits for sickness and disablement -vere low as compsred to
wages and unem.ployment benefits. It was felt that t^^ese bene-
fit rates were based on standards which were too low.
i!
I'alingering constituted somewhat of a problem W^en the '
program first began. "Doctors were not too strict in their
examinations because they were afraid of interfering wifH f^'eir
private practice. T'oreover, carriers yeve lenient in giving
benefits because they were competing with ofHer carriers.
After the first few years, however, m.ost of t>>e certi f loatlon
116i,Falk, op. clt., p. 125.

22.
,
of disability was made oa^efully and efficiently.
Of the Gornplainti^ that were made against the British 1ns-
:
urance system, three complaints appeared to he valid and most
significant according to l^illis: il
(1) The system, of approved carriers retgr^^ed a unified
I
system of medical benefits, since the carriers administered f'^e
additional benefits. :
(2) Carriers did not provide morbidity records which
were suitable bases for public health work.
(3) The large number of carriers meant unequal benefits
for the insured workers. (17)
Despite these complaints, however, compulsory sickness
insurance became recognized as an established iristltution in
Great Britain. The Royal Commission reported that the British
system., though not perfect, v;as, on the whole, successful in
its operation.
C. France
Coverage
Voluntary health insurance had been offered by mutual
organizations for a good many 7/ears prior to the enactment of
i compulsory insurance in France. From 1894 on,mlners* mutual
I
insiTPance was offered. Lloreover, in a few provinces which were
close to and influenced by Germany, general ST/stems of social
I
Insurance existed.
l7L^lllls, Git., p. 102,

A national system of oompulsory sicl-mess Insurance w.qs
enacted In 1928, and "became effective in 1930. By 1934', approT-
imately 9,800,000 workers in industry, coTTmerce, and ofher urban
occupations wore covered by the law, Tn addition, about
1,100,000 agricultural workers were also covered. The French
i
I
j
system covered two major types of risks: "distribution risks"
I
and "capitalization risks". "Distribution risks" covered such
things as maternity, death, medical care, illness, and invall'=?-
ity. "Capitalization risks" referred to old age and invaliaity.
These two branches were administered separately and the contrl-
li
butions were divided between them.
I
Coverage under the French system applied to all workers,
|j
manual and non-manual, who earned less than a specified amount
i ranging from 15,000- 25,000 francs (18) per year (depending on
the location and the worker's family responsibilities). Tn 1935,
coverage was extended to include ""^ome workers, traveling sales-
' men, taxi-drivers not O'i'ming their cabs, porters, fem.ale us>iersi
and workers in hotels, cafes, an-^ restaurants.
Carriers
The French system, provided for two t^rpes of fun'^s (carriers)
j
to insure the workers. There were "primarrr funds" which In-
[ eluded mutual benefit societies or their federations, tra'^e
I
unions, v/ork funds, and voluntary associations of t'he insured.
5 (18) Franc at par* 3,92 cents,
;
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In addition, there were "territorial funds" created "by the
government*
Contributions and Benefits
The cost of health Insurance was borne equally by the In-
sured worker and his employer. The payroll tax on wages began
at eight per cent and was supposed to advance to nine per cent,
and then ten per cent. Tn 1936, however, because of the depres-
sion,, the tax was reduced to seven per cent. "The insured were
divided on the basis of wages into five classes and the cortrl-
butlons were In fixed sum according to class. "(19) These
||
classifications were abolished in 1935 to avoid the administra-
tive problems caused by variable employment and fluctuating
wage rates. Under the revised law, contributions were deter-
mined on the basis of the actual salary or wage of the insured :
worker. iTo contributions were required on earnings in excess
of 12,000 francs.
||
Cash benefits were paid after a five-day waiting period
to those workers (ill or suffering from non-industrial accident)
who had made the necessary contributions. Benefits were 50 per
I
cent of the Insured worker's wage provided that the dally
! benefit was not less than three francs or more than 18 francs.
I
In addition, one franc per day was added for each depen'^ent
^ child. If hospltlllzatlon was paid by the carrier, the cash
benefit was reduced depending on the amount of depen'^ents of
(19) Minis, o£. olt., p. 107.
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the worker. !'
A liinited amount of invalidity insurance was combined
with health insurance as in Great Britain. Sickness benefits
were paid for a maximum period of 26 v/eeks. An invalidity pen-
sion was paid thereafter if the working capacity of the wage-
earner was reduced by two-thirds or more- provided he was reg-
istered for at least two years before his disability and a min-
imum of 60 francs was deducted each year. Tn addition, fHe
right to medical attention was granted the worker for five years.
The French system provided wide medical benefits similar
to those in Germany. Medical care was extended not onlv to the'
Insured worker, but to his wife and dependent children under 16^
There were no panels of doctors as in Great Britain. Thus,
doctors retained the freedom of their private practice. 'Work-
ers paid their own medical bills, but recovered part of their
money from the carrier.
Maternity benefits were provided both for insured women
and wives of insured men. Tn order to be eligible for these
benefits, workers must have paid 60 francs in contrlbuti ors
for the four quarters preceding confinement y/ith a minimum of
15 francs the first quarter. The maternity benefits Included
almost complete medical care:
(1) The services of a doctor and midwife at birth,
(2) Prenatal care for the whole period of pregnancy.
(3) Postnatal care for six months.
In addition, insured women received cash benefits for the

six weeks before and six weeks after confinement.
The French system also provi'^ed death and related "benefits
' for the dependents of deceased insured worker's. Tbe death bene-
j
fit was fixed at 20 per cent of the average annual wage of t>>e
i
deceased worker, hut the ininiinuin benefit could he no less t>>an
I
1000 francs. An additional allowance of 100 francs was wade, fa?
I
each dependent child. If there were three or more children,
120 francs was allotted for each child in excess of two,
D. Relation of European ^realth Insurance to State
Sickness Insurance in the~TJnlted state s
The compulsory health insurance programs of German^f, '
Great Britain, and France are m.uch broader in nature than the
state sickness insurance programs that have been enacted in the
United States. (20) The latter laws provide only for the payment
! of cash disability benefits to workers who bee oh© non-occupa-
II
I
tionally injured or ill. They do not provide for medical care
or for fureral benefits. Various features of the European
i
legislation have served as a background for the formation of
state disability insurance laws in the United states.
I The three insurance programs had several aspects of sim-
I ilarity. All three program.s provided for: the contracting out
i of insurance, contributions to finance the programs by employ-
I
I
ees and employers, and a maximu.m duration of 26 weeks for t^e
i (20) President Truman has recently proposed the enactment of a
I
federal compulsory health insurance law in the United
States.

payment of cash sickness benefits. Provisions of tMs n©ti;re
have "been considered and to some extent copied in the United
States. (21)
Section TI- '^forkmen* s Compensation and Social Security
Legislation in the United States
In order to understand and recognize the need for state
sickness insurance, it is necessary,? to laiow the background pro-
vided by earlier social insurance legislation in the United
States, It is in this connection that '^orl^men's Compensation
and Social Security legislation are relevant to f'-is study,
A»WorlGnen's Compensation
The '^^orlOTen's Compensation Acts in the United States are
state lav/s which were in large part enacted during the second
decade of the 20th century , (Workmen's compensation in 5:urope
came several decades earlier
.) (22) These laws provided compen-
sation in the form of cash and medical benefits to workers who
suffered fromi occupational accident or disease. The cost of
these benefits is borne entirely by the employers. T^e econom-
ic theory underlying '"Workmen's Compensation has been referred t
as the doctrine of occupational risk- tbe principle fHat f^e
employer should bear the risk of the econom.ic loss that f^e
(21) See chapters two and three below.
^22) 'Workmen's comipensation was adopted in Germany (1884>,
Great Britain (1897), and France (1898).

worker might suffer through personal injury in the course of
i
production. (23) Thus, an accident to the worker is considered
•i
I a cost of production to the employer, !:
Temporary disability benefits under '"Workmen's compensation
may be looked upon as a predecessor to the benefits derived
under sickness insurance. Most of the state lews provided that
! the v/orkers had to serve a waiting period before they could re-
ceive temporary disability benefits. The weekly benefits were
' com.puted as a specified percentage of the weekly wages. Tn
most cases, however, a maximum weekly benefit was established.
B. Social Security Legislation
The severe depression of the earl^r 1930 's made the people
j of the United States realize the need for providing some form
of pooled protection against the risks of old age and the haz-
I ards of unemployment and sickness. The Federal Social Security
1
Law, which was enacted in 1935, helped to meet this need. The
law provided for: unemployment compensation, old-age assistance
'i
and old-age benefits, aid to the blind, extensior of public
!' health service, and vocational rehabilitation. Fo PX*oVisl6ns
' were made, however, for the establishment of v»ealth insurance.
According to Doi^glas, the Committee on Economic Securi ty( which
drafted the proposals for the social security program) had
four reasons for omitting health insurance. First, health
i
(23) Ezekiel Henry T>o'«vrev , '^.'orl{men ' s Compensati on, (Few York:
The Macmlllan Company, 195:^4), p.5Ti

,1
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insurance would overload the social security program. Second^
full details of a proper plan for health insurance had not "been
worked out, Ihird, there was not enough public sentirrent in
its favor. Fourth, there 'ii;as a great deal of opposition by the
American Medical Association and most state associations , (24)
Douglas recommended the insbltufcion of a healfh insurance system
as a needed next step in the social security program, "^e felt
that such a system should provide a more even distribution of
the costs of medical care as well as cash benefits to partially
compensate for the loss of earnings . (25) Although a federal li
'i
health insurance law has not been enacted, several states have,
passed sickness insurance laws (described below) which have
embraced Douglas' suggestion for providing cash benefits to
;|
partially com^pensate for the loss of earnings.
|
!
Section TII- Relation between State Sickness Insurance 'I
Legislation and Prior Legislation
State sickness insurance legislation, as it has been dev-
eloped thus far in the United States, correspon-^s wlfh f^^ose
portions of the broad European health insurance programs deal-
ing with cash sickness benefits. As foT previous legislation
In the United States, sickness Insurance legislation is related
both to the Workm.en's Compensation laws and to the Unemployment
Compensation laws. (The latter laws fall under the Social ^ecur-
(24) Paul H. Douglas, Rocial Security in fhe United ^tates_,
(Mew York and London: McGraw-'FiTl'FooS Co. Tnc . ) , p. 6S.
(25) Ibid, 238
.
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Ity laws.) In addition, however, state sickness Insurance leg-
islation fills the gap between '''Workmen * s Compensation and Un- J
employment Compensation. Workmen s Compensation provides hene-
fits only for workers who "become occupatlonally Injured or '='1-
seised. Unemployment Com.pensatlon provides benefits only for
;
ji
workers who have lost their Jobs but who are able anr? willing
|
to work. State sickness insurance legislation, by providing
benefits for workers who become non-ocoupatl onally Injured or
ill, serves as a means of giving further protection to the
j
workers. This added protection furnished the worker can best
i
be illustrated by an example. If a worker should break "His leg
in his own home, he would be ineligible for '^^orkmen*s Com.pensa-»
tion, or for unemployment compensation, ^e would not qualify
for the former since he was not injured on the .1ob; he woul'^ I
not qualify for the latter since he was not able to work, f^e
would be protected (eligible for benefits) only if he resided
in a state wherein a sickness insurance program, had been en-
acted.
li
Sickness insurance, as it has been thus far enacted In |
several states, has been tied up quite closely with unemploy-
ment compensation. The same agency which administers unemploy-
ment compensation also administers sickness insurance. The
same coverage is extended as that under unemployment compensa-
tion. Moreover, the benefit formula is the same or of a sim-
ilar nature to that under employment compensation.

CHAPTER TT
FAJOR ISSUES T1TV0LVET> JV STATE
STCKMESS TMSURAFCE LEGTSLATTOF

MAJOR ISSUES TFVOLW^ t^t ^TATE
SICKMESS INSURANCE LEGTSLATTOTT
INTRODUCTION
An attempt to analyze the various aspects of state sick-
,
ness insurance legislation subrierges the analyst in a welter of
pros and cons. This becomes almost immediately evident when
a few questions are posed. One que stionj|^for example, might "be!
j
what type of state law should he passed? Another would he:
should employers contribute to state insurance programs as well
! as employees? Section I of this chapter will deal with these
and other problem.s.
I
Section II of this chapter will be concerned with the
' background to the sickness insurance legislation enacted in t>>e
states of Rhode Island, California, and New Jersey, This sec-
tion will illustrate some of the issues discussed in Section t.
Section I, Major Issues
i,
ii
I
A, Types of State Laws
There are three main types of laws that a state may enact
in order to provide sickness insurance. These laws may pro-
I
vide for:
(1) State program only
(2) Private plans only
I (3) State program and private plans

Some similarities would exist among f^e fbree types. All f^ree
alternatives would provide compulsory/ legislation. Tn addition
they would probably cover the same wage-earners- i.e., t^ose
covered by unem.ployment com.pensatlon, , Under all tv^e laws
,
some minimum amount of benefits would he required. I^e major
difference among these three alternatives would lie in ti^e type
of adm.inistration of the program.. One group would favor a
state-operated system with no "contracting out". Another
group would favor a system, of state-supervised private programs
The third group would seek a combination of the first two types
i.e. a state-operated system as well as state-supervised pri-
vate plans.
The protagonists of a state program only argue f^at such
a program is much easier to administer and rruc''^ easier for
workers and employers to understand. They say that the state
program is more economical and efficient, and will provide bet-
ter benefit protection than any other type of program. This
argument is based on the assumption that administrative costs
would be cheaper under t^^is type of program, ^ince f->e state
program would have m.uGh wider coverage than an indlvl'^'ual
carrier, it could achieve cheaper administrative costs by tak-
ing advantage of the economies of large-scale administration.
Another argument in favor of the state program is fHst it
avoids the creation of "vested interests" on t^e part of employ
ers and insurance companies which would tend to keep down tV'e
benefits. A fourth point is that workers will get a fairer
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!i
deal under a state-operated program because unifonn benefits
jl
would be created. This vie^vpoint is endorsed qnlte penerall^;"
by labor organizat 1 ons . ( 1)
Opponents of this type of program argue that the benefits
provisions may be too generous and the administration ma^r not
I
be strict enough. They claim that state programs are not flex-
ible enough, since it is quite difficult to amend lav/s w>^enever
conditions change. Another argument is that employers are not
' given sufficient responsibility/ under a state program. The
valuable services that employers might ren'^er in preventing
abuse of the program are thus lost under a state-program. I|
II There is one more general argument- the belief f^at "private
1
enterprise" is alT/ays preferable to government activity/ since
|
public adm.inistration is usually inefficient. The chief argu-
,
ment, however, is that under a state-operated program with no
I'
contracting out allowed, some workers suffer a loss of benefits
j
as compared to what they were receiving under previously exlst-
i
ing private plans.
I
Those who favor an insurance program, consisting of private
' plans only offer as arguments m.any of the points used against
a state-operated program. Under such a system, the insurance
program would be supervised by the state, but all insurance
j
would be contracted out to em.ployers and Insurance co^-panies.
It is argued that sickness benefits will vary greatly among
(1) Sick-Pay Benefit Legislatl on
,
nctober, 1947, f^reiena,
Montana: ITaegale Printing Co., 1948), p. 30.
I

industries and even among companies of the ssr^e in^ustrv TJn'^e
!!
the systern of private plans, it is felt t^^at thare woulr=? he
greater flexibility in handling these var^ring nee'^s. Tt is fur
ii
I'ther argued that when private enterprise is oapahle of handling
such a program, goverrjnent operation is unnecessary and undesir
ahle. The proponents of this plan also contend that private
|companies will lend a more personal touch to fHe financing of
benefits. In addition, they claim that under a state-operated
,
program the minimum benefits allowed woul'^ usually also become
the m.aximum benefits, since the costs of offering additional
benefits under such a system would be too great.
The arguments against a system of private plans only are
Ibasically the same as the points brought out in fsvor of a
!
state-operated program. Under a program of private plans only,
,
it would be difficult to assure complete coverage of eligible
j workers when the program is first adopted. Tn addition, a cov-
I ered v/orker m.ight lose his benefit protection if he sv-oitld
change his job. Moreover, opponeiits of this plan contend that
j
very few employers would provide benefits in excess of f^e
I'
minimum level; and they claim that minimum benefits can be fin-
anced m.ost cheaply under a state-operated program. (2)
|l
j
Supporters of the third type of state sickness insurance
^1 legislation advocate a system which, in effect, amounts to s
coraprom.ise between the two programs discussed above. This type
j
of legislation would provide for a state program but allows
I
(2) Ibid , p. 33.

private plans to "be substituted In Its place (If benefits ore
at least equal to fbose provider? by ti-^e state profrra^,) Tjnder
this plan, the worker has greater assurance of continuoiis bene-
fit protection. For example, if a worker should quit a job Ir
j|
which he was protected under a private plan, "^'e could f-^en be
eligible for benefits under the state program
.
("He terming tion
of such eligibility would r^epend upon the legislative provi-
I
sions.) Another argument In favor of this type of legislation
is that it enables employers to continue private plans w^lch
yield benefits in excess of f^^e statutory minimum. Moreover,
since the contracting out of insurance is allowed, it is con-
|l
tended that other em.ployers will be encouraged to establish
private plans which will offer greater benefits t>>an f^^ose under
the state plan. ''
Opponents of this combined program argue that f^^e a^^min-
istratlon would be not only expensive but also complicated, j:
Furthermore, they contend that the state plan would be left
with all the bad insurance risks, "^n addition, f^ey arsrue t'-^at
employers and Insurance companies woul-^ resist amen'^ments In-
creasing the benefits. (3) They would argue that greater bene-
I
fits were already being provided or could be provi^e^ un'^er
I
the private plans without any need for am.en'^ments
.
)
B. The Problem of Costs
Of basic Importance to state insurance programs is f^e
(3) Ibid, p. 35.
lj
ii

problem of keeping the costs of operation moderate. The great
evil to be avoided is the income statement Wherein expen'^ltiires
exceed income.
There are generally three major determinates of the rel-
ative costs of a state siclmess insurance program. These are:
(1) Benefit provisions
(2) Administration
(3) Econom.ic factors '
The extent and liberality of benefit provisions /?reatly
affects the costs of the insi-irance program. Thus, fhe more
liberal the benefits, the greater t>>e costs.
Another factor of importance in determining costs is f-e
eff ectivenoss of administration. Tt is recognized that "c'^eap"
administration will often result in higher costs during the
operation of the program. ll
Economic factors also play a large role in determining
the costs of a state sickness insurance program, "^ven where
the provisions of state la?/s with regard to benefits and ad-
ministration are basically the same, the costs may v^ry con-
siderably. Other factors that must be taken into accoimt are
the age and sex distribution of t^^e covered \7orkers an'^ f^e
level of wage rates. Tt is generally recognized t^at ol'^er
and female workers suffer a greater incidence of illness t>^9n
do other workers. (Thus, they are poor insurance risks and
contribute to high costs of operation of a state insurance
program.) Moreover, lower levels of wages ordinarily mean t^at

there will be not only a greater frequency, but also s larger
duration. This factor, therefore, c&uses higher costs in t>^e
paynent of disability "benefits
.
38,
C. Employer Contributions
Another topic for consideration in the adoption of state
disability insurance laws is the question of employer contribu-
tions. There seems to be general agreement that workers s"'-ould
make contributions under laws of this type. There is some dif-
ference of opinion, hov/ever, as to whether or not employers
should be compelled to contribute towards disability Insurance.
(This discussion pertains only to a state-operated program.
Under state-supervised voluntary plans, employers may pay their
prem.iums to insurance com.pgnies entirely or in part out of
their own pockets.)
Those who argue against em.ployer contributions towar'^s
sickness insurance base their argument on the great bur-^en
already borne b^'" employers. In almost all of f^e states, em-
ployers pay entire costs of workmen's compensation and unem-
ployment compensation. Tn addition, f^ey pay Vialf tV'e cost of
old-age and survivor's Insurance, Thus, it is felt that em-
ployers should not be taxed an)/ further, especially ??lnce dig-
ability insurance applies to non-occupational accidents and
illness
.
A great many arguments have been advanced in favor of
employer contributions towards disability
insurance. Tt is

contended that a limited amount of employer' contribi:jtlons along
with employee oontriht^tions ?/ould be advantageous to empio^'-ers
as well as employees. I'any employers are deeply concerne'^ over
i the productivity of workers and their absenteeism from f^^elr
jobs. They recognize that provision for sickness co^r^pensntlon
I will, in t^e long run, reduce tV'e amount of absenteeism and i
Increase the efficiency of the workers, (Benefit payments will
allow the workers the opportunity to provide f^^emselves •vif'^
better medical care.) Moreover, employer contributions can
I
help to foster good employer-employee relations. Thus, t'^-'e
i'
combination of better health and better morale of f^e employees
\
is quite apt to lead to greater worker efficiency. Under pri-
ll
ji vate plans, many employers have recognized their direct interest
I in sickness benefits for their workers an'^ they have, as a re-
|i sultj contributed towards sickness insurance. Private insurance
j
carriers, which administer group insurance plans of tv»is nature,
l| have ordinarily favored employer contributions. These contri-
i
butions have not only served to finance additional benefits,
i
I
but they also "have stimulated additional v/orkers to becor^e in-
! sured. Moreover, when employers have shared part of the flnan-
cial burden, they have taken a greater Interest in f^e admin-
istration of the insurance program. It is argued f->at employers
under a state-operated program must cooperate with the state
officials in the adm.inl strati on of t>^e program to t>^eir o^vn
employees. It is recognized that employers are in a very favor-
able position to prevent malingering and other abuses of ^ st'^te

:
sickness oompensation law. Thus, proponents of enployer con-
I
tributions towards disalDillty Insurance, by ^rawing upon fhe
j
experience of private insurance carriers, ar^ue f^at eT"plover
ii
j,
contributions will insure greater cooperation by employers in
!
the administration of the program.
Many private group insurance carriers, wi-iic^^ have collect
I
ed employer contributions, have offered experience ratings to
emplo3''ers, (Tf an insurance carrier found fHat t^^e amount of
j
benefits paid out to an employer's worker was comparatively
low, the etrployer's experience was considered favorable. An
I
emplo3''er with a favorable experience rating subseauently paid
a reduced premium, rate.) It has been suggested that experience
ratings should be granted under state-operated programs where
' employers share part of the burden of financing f^e benefits.
Section TI- Background to Legislation in Phode Tsland,
California, and TTew Jersey
A. Rhode Tsland
The state of Rhode Tsland was the pioneer in f^e field
of state sickness insurance legislation in the United States.
[
Tn the spring of 1942, the Rhode Tsland state legislature
j
passed the Cash Sickness Compensation Act. Tn the background
to this legislaticon, three factors pla^/ed prominent roles,
j
First, the bill was proposed and sponsored urder the d^rnamic
leadership of Senator Broomhead . Fe foug>^t untiringly for
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this legislation which would give added protection to the work-
ers until victory was finally achieved. Second, the proposed
legislation was actively supported by the powerful labor organ-
lzatlcns.(4) Third, a major selling point for the cash sickness
compensation hill was that It would not require ad'^ltlonal tax-
ation. Rhode Island Is one of only four states where employees
are required to contribute towards unemployment compensation,
i
In 1942, the employee tax was one and one-half per cent of the
first $3000 of payroll wages. It was proposed that the one-
half per cent tax should be used for unemployment compensation
and the remaining one per cent for cash sickness compensation.
This one per cent tax was considered sufficient to finance the
entire sickness Insurance program. Thus, the program could be
i
operated at no additional expense to the state or to the public,
i
B« California
Many bills previously Introduced before the legislature
served as the background for California's legislation. In
1945, seven bills for this type of legislation were defeated. ,
Two of these bills, one sponsored by the governor, the other
by the C.T.O., offered relatively complete plans for medical
care financed by a payroll tax on both employees and employ-
ers. Funds for thesd programs were to be gathered and
j
(4) Rhode Island Is a heavily Industrialized state and It Is
correspondingly heavily unionized.
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collected by the official unemploT/'ment Insurance agency. A sep-l
arate agency, however, woi3lf5 be In charge of t>^e a'lTTfinlstratlon
of the program. Tn ti^e spring of 1945, the state <='enate Tnterlm
Committee on Unemployment Insurance recommen'led that a program
"be established to allow temporary disability benefits. This
committee had studied the solvency of t^e unemployment fund and
found it to have a favorably large cash balance. The report
recognized the need for disability Insurance and submitted a
list of recomm.endations
.
Another element of significance in the background of f^e
,
disability program has been the prevalence of private group
insurance plans in California, Labor, a powerful voice in i;
i:
California, desired an over-all compulsory insurance program
jj
similar to that of Rhode Island. Employers and insurance com-
panies, however, using the large number of private insurance
plans as their chief bargaining point, were able to effect a
compromise in the provisions of the law w'Hlch was eventually
enacted. Under the terms of the law, approved private or
|
voluntary plans may be substituted for the state plan for insur-
ing workers against temporary disability (further discussion of
voluntary plans appears below)
•
C. TTew Jersey
In 1947, two proposals were submitted to f-^e Few Jersey
legislature for the enactm.ent of disability insurance. A

dispute arose, therupon, not concerning t^e s ^vl sgbllity of
enacting a disability insurance law, but corcerning •v^'ic"''" plan
should be adopted,. One plan, the Loutrel plan
,
representing
the point of view of private enterprise, was sponsore-^ by t'^'e
Few Jersey State Chamber of Commerce. Tb.e otv>er, fHe Rresc'^^er
plan
,
represented a compromise between "private enterprise"
and "state socialism", was advocated by Governor "nriscoll.
Some groups, particularly the labor unions, supported a plan of
"state monopoly" of disability insurance similar to the ^cd#
I Island program. These groups, however, did not exert enough
influence in Few Jersey to have their plan considered.
j|
i
^
\
1. The Loutrel Proposal !
Under the Loutrel plan, ever^"- employer would be compelled
to set up a private plan to provide sickness benefits for "^^is
workers. These benefits could not be lower t>>an the minim.u.m
requirements of the state law. The employer would be exempt
j
from paying benefits only if his workers were not covered by
the unemplo7/ment compensation laws. The employer would be able
to deduct -| of 1"^ or 23 cents a week from his employees'
wages, whichever were the smaller amount. The additional cost
of financing the benefits would have to be paid by the em-
ployer, him.se If . Tf the employees consented, however, f'^e em-
I
ployer could deduct more provided that he agreed to pay more
than minimum benefits. The employer "v/ould have to provi'='e far
the benefits in one of four ways, by self -insuring; v/^ich
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would require proving his financial responsibility; f^roufrVi a
benefits association approved by the state; by buying insurance;
by establishing a trust fund. "(5)
Minimum ;7eekly benefits under the Loutrel plan woul'5
range from 5^7.-^22, A benefit payment of ^7, would be based on
a minimum weekly wage of $12, The maximum pa^/ment of '"^22. would
be paid to those workers who earned more than ^^42. a week. The
employee would have to continue paying his tax for unemployment
compensation, ^e would pay 1/3 of his employer's unemployment
compensation tax, instead of the 1< tax prescribed by ^he itrew
Jersey Law. j
This tax, however, could not amount to more foan f^e 1<
which the worker would ordinarily pay.
2. The Brescher Proposal
„
'i
The Brescher plan provided for a state plan as well as :
for private plans. Thus, the employer could c^'^oose be t?;een these
two alternatives. If his workers consented, "^^e could estab-
l
lish a private plan or continue one already established, "^e
could continue a private plan if his benefits were at leapt
equal to those provided workers under the state plan anr' if
his workers did not have to contribute more f-ian they would
under the state plan. "Tf he v/anted to establish a private
plan, his workers could not be compelled to join it. "^e could
(5) Sick-Pay Benefit Legislation , op. cit,, p. 104.
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ask those who did join to contribute all or part of f^e they
are now paying as unemployment compensation tax. This would
not be an extra expense for them as if they '^d not agree to
his plan, they -.vould pay the Vi into the state fund for siclr-
ness benefits anyway."(6) The employer coi^ld insure a private
plan in three different ways: by self-insuring, by buying in-
surance, or by making an arrangement with a labor union or a
mutual benefits association representing his workers.
Under the Brescher plan, the worker would have f'^e right
to choose betveen a private plan and the state plan. Tf "h©
should not desire a private plan, fhe worker woul^ be automat-
ically covered by the state plan. Benefits from the st«?te fund
would range from ?'9.-A22, a week. The v/orker could receive
II
benefits for a total of 26 weeks in any one year. The cost of the
state plan to the worker Y/ould be a 1< tax on his wages, "^e "
would no longer have to pay the 1"^ tax for unemployment compen-
sation, however. Tf the worker joined a private plan, he would
not have to pay anything into the state fund, nor would he have
to pay the unem.ployment compensation tax. '!
The New Jersey Senate Committee on Banking an^ Tnsurance
was delegated to Investigate proposed legislation for disabil-
ity insurance. The Com.mittee interviewed at a public hearing,
the New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce, representatives of t>^e
C.T.O. and A.F.L., the League of "'omen Voters , represent;? t Ives
of the Insurance companies, the Medical SocleV^ of Fe-? Jersey ,
(6) Ibid, p. 108* ,

as well as other groups. Only the Few Jersey/ Fani;fscttirers
Assoolstion was completely opposed to legislation for disabil-
ity Insurance. The Cominittee reoommended that dlsahlll ty;- in-
surance legislation should encompass most of f^e provisions of
the Brescher proposal. In addition, the Comrlttee suhmitted
some modifications and changes which were subsequently a'^opted
when the law was passed.
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PROVTSTOFS OF T^E VPO^yE T^L^T^,
CALTFORFIA, AND VE'^ JERSEY LA'^
TFTRODTJCTIOIT
Rhode Island, as indicated in Chapter TT, was f^e first
state to enact legislation providing for the payment of cash
sickness benefits to insured workers. Subsequently , sic^r^ness
insurance legislation has been passed by the states of Californ-
ia and ITew Jersey. The lav/s of California and ve^!^ Jersey are
similar in that they both provide for sta te^opersted prograirs 1
i
supplemented by state-supervised private plans. Th.ese laws
|
differ from the Rhode Island law, which provides for a com- I
ii
pletely state-operated program,
||
This chapter will be divided into three sections, ^^ec^-
tion I v/ill cover the provisions of the Rhode Island law; sec-
tion II, that of California; and section 11^, that of New Jer-
sey. In each section a description will be given of:
l|
1. Coverage
r
2. Eligibility
3. Financing
4. Amount and Duration of Benefits
^'
In addition, each section will include other provisions pecul-
iar to their respective laws.
!i
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Section T- Rhode Island
The Rhode Island Sickness Compensation fl.ct -vas pgssed "by
the General Asseirbly in the spring of 1942 and hecame effective
on May 10, 1942.
A. Coverage
The coverage of the Rhode Island Sickness Coi^pensation
Act is the same as that binder the State Unerapl.oyment Corapen-
sation Act. Coverage for uneTnploytnent compensation is granted
to workers in e stahli shm.ents employing foTJr or more persons in
each of twenty different v/eeks(not necessarily consecutive^ in
a calendar year. '"Torkers in agriculture, domestic, ^tate, and
Federal service, and in certain charitable an'^ educational In-
stitutions are excluded from coverage. Small businesses em-
ploying less than four ifovkevs can come under the provisions
of the Unemployment Compensation and Cash Sickness Acts on a
voluntary basis. (1) Employers are required to m.ake quarterly
reports of employm_ent showing the number of workers employed
as of the fifteenth of each month.
B. Eligibility
I
A v/orker is eligible for cash siclmess benefits if ^-'e
meets the follov/ing requirements:
1. He must be disabled-
2. He must serve a one -week waiting period.
Cl) Thirteenth Annual Re^oilt qf_ the !2:ioie. "^slnnd ^^remploy-ert
GompensatTon Board for the Calendar Year 1948_, (n.p tn.n. ,n. q.j ,
p. 17.
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3> ""^e must f^.le a claim, signed "by "his physician, In
accordance with regulations.
4. He must have earned sufficient wages during t'»^e
base period to qualify for benefits. (2)
A worker is ineligible for cash sickness benefits:
1. For any week in which he performs work for wag'es.
2. Tf the medical staff of f!^e Unemployment Compensa-
tion Board determines that his disability is not
sufficiently serious to prevent >ilm from, returning
to his usual occupation. ( 3)
.
Tn 1946, several changes were m.ade in t^e eligibility re-|
quirements. No benefits may now be paid to any worker w"Ho "^qs
not worked for a period of six mont^is or applied v/lfh f^^e United
States Emplo3rment P^ervlce. Another am.endment modified the
provision that a worker was Ineligible for benefits if "He ren-
dered any wage-paying services. The new provision defines a
worker as sick (and thus eligible for benefits) if ^e is unable
to perform: his "regular" weekly work. A worker may now render
wage-services so long as these services are different f^an ''^Is
ordinary job and still be eligible for cash sickness benefits.
C. Financing
As was m.entioned in Ghaptei^,Rhode Island's nnemployment
(2) Sick-Pay Benefit Legislation, October, 1947, "^hode Tslan'^'s
IOT~"and ^perience", (Helena, J':ontana
,
Faegele Printing Co.,
1948), p. 49.
,
(5 ) Ibi d ., p. 49.
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Compensation law provided for employee contributions towards
I
the unemployment fund. Before the Cash Sickness Act became
effective, workers were contributing one an*^ one-half per cent
of the first !*3000 of their wages earned in t>e fiscal "rear
towards the Unemployment Compensstion Fund. '^_en t^-Le Cas''^ 5'ic'^-
ness Act became effective, worker contributions towards t>>e un-
;
employment fund v/ere reduced to one-half per cent of w^ges; f^^e
I
rem.aining one per cent v/as transferred to finance the cash
I
siclmess insurance program. T^o employer contributions were
required to finance tbe cash sickness program.
Tn July, 1946, the full worker contribution of one an^
I one-half per cent was diverted to f^^e cash sickness benefits
fund. Effective July 1, 1947, however, the rate of worker con-,^
tribution to the cash siclmess fund was restored to t>^e one
per cent level. (4) Th.e financial posit ior of t^e cas"^> sickness
fund has been greatly improved by a provision wi-ic"^^ became
' effective on July 1, 1947. The General Assembly provided for
the transfer of approximately 5^28,000,000. from t^e Unemploy-
ment Compensation fund to the Cas^^ ^ickness Account. (5) Until
194G, money collected from the workers v/ss mingled with t'-e
||
contributions of the employers in t^^e Trust Fund in -Washington.
This money could be used only for the payment of unemployment
compensation benefits. Congress, i-owever, passed a law in 1946
(4) T-^velfth Annual Report, 1947, of the Rbo^e Island Unemplo'^'-ment
Compensation Toard, m.p. :nji.7~n75T) , y. l"9l
Tblg ., p. 3 _

enabling those states having a Cash Sickness prograir! to trans-
fer the enployee contributions froK the Trust Fij>-ir? to f^e Cash
Sickness Account. In 1947, the General Assembly aufHorized t^e
transfer of the entire amount which Rho'^e Tslanc? workers "^ar^
contributed to the Unemployment Compensation fun^. The trans-
[fer of funds made it necessary to establish, tv/o separate fun^s
in place of the single account which was formerly maintained.
These funds were set up on July 1, 1947.(6) The Cash Sickness
Compensation Fund was created for the sole purpose of meeting
the requirements of the Enabling Act passed b^^ Con;?ress, Y;"f^ich,
as noted above, provided that any money transferred from f^e
nnem.ployment Trust Fund could be used only for the payment of
benefits. The Cash Sickness Reserve Fund was also created in
order to prevent the transferred fund from, being mingled with
those from which administrative expenses '.vould be taken. The
latter account includes the balance whic^i was available before
the transfer and all contributions that have been receive'^
since then. (7) In the future, a'^mini strati ve expenses for f^^e
operation of the Cash Sickness program will be taken from f^is
Reserve Fund.
The financing of the administrative costs of the prolsram
has undergone considerable change since the law was enacted in
1942. At the inception of the program, expenditures for ad-
ministration v/ere limited to one per cent of contributions-
(6) Tbid. , p. 14.
(7) ?Hi?., p. 15.

i.e. one-hundredth of the one per cent of v/ages contributed "by
workers. On July], 1943, the ainount allocated for administrative
expenses was Increased frorn one per cent to t^ree per cert of con-
tributions- i.e. three per cent of f^e one per cent ^vorVer con-
tributions. The three per cent allotrrient regained in effect
through June 30, 1946. At that time, the amount allowed. for
administrative costs was increased from three per cent to four
per cent of contributions. 551nce f-te contribution rate for
workers was increased from one per cent to one and one-half
per cent of 7/ages, f^e increase in t he administrative allotment
from three one -hundredths of one per cent to four one-hundredths;,
of one and one-half per cent was the same as an increase to six
one-hundredths of one per cent. At present, since Jul^r l, 1947,^
when the contribution rate for workers v/as restored to one per
cent of wages, the allocation for administrative costs remains
at six one -hundredths of one per cent, (8) i!
r
D. Amount and •Duration of Benefi ts
The payment of benefits began in April, 1943. T^ese
benefit paym.ents \7ere not to exceed twenty-one weeks In. any
benefit yesr. ("Benefit year' means the period of twelve con-
secutive m-onths beginning with the first day of April of any
calendar year and ending wltV' the last day of Farch of t^^e
succeeding calendar year'.') (9) Benefit payments were to be b-^jc^
(8) Sick-Pay Bene fit Legislation , op. cit . . p. 48.
(9) l-(hode Island lTnem.ploymert Comipensa t
i
on ^.c
t
as Amended, 1939'^
Cha p t e iL^ejgLA
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upon the amount of wages earned- I.e. the credits built up- hy
the claimant during his base period. ("Base peri od means the
calendar year immediately preceding the first day of any here-
fit year.") (10) '^^eekly benefits v;ere to he hosed on t^^e high-
est v/ages earned by the claimant in any quarter of the base per
iod. These benefits ranged from a minimum of ^6.75 to a maz-
iffium of $18.00 a week, as shown in Table #5 below.(p..55 .)
Total benefits for any benefit year were to depend upon annual
earnings of the claim.ant in the base period. As shown in
Table #6 below, the smallest total payment possible in a
benefit year would he $34 (based upon wages of !^100); the
i largest payment possible would be !'^364.50 (based on wages of
;
$1800 or more)
•
E. Administrat ion
Under the provisions of the Rhode Island ^ic^^ess Com-
pensation Act, the admiini strati on of the program is placed in
the hands of the Unemploym.ent Com.pensation Board. The "^oard
receives all claims, verifies them., and disburses all f-^e
benefits. Tn addition, the General Assembly, in July, 1946,
advised that the Board launch an educational publicity prof^ram
to publicize the need for accident prevention and the pre-
servation of health. At the s?me time, a perrrsnent advisory
commission v/as established consisting of:
(10) Ibid,, Chapter 670,

TA3LE #5
CLASS IFTED ttjG^ST OUA^T^RLY
'^'^GES A'^'^D BET.T!?FTT RATE? '"n-rprr Tr^-ppp-pQfp rpTrpp-^rppj
Highest Q-uarterly "^ages
$ 25.00—^ 54.99 SB 6 #75
55.00— 84.99 7.00
85.00— 104.99 7,25
105.00— 114.99 7, 50
115.00
—
124.99 7, 75
125.00— 134.99 o ,00
135.00-- 144.99 o .<d5
145.00— 154.99 o .50
155.00-- 164.99 8 . 75
165.00-- 174.99 9 .00
175.00— 184.99 y • oo
185.00— 194.99 10.00
195.00— 204.99 10.50
205.00— 214.99 11,00
215.00— 224.99 11.50
225.00-- 234.99 12.00
235.00-- 244.99 12.50
245.00— 254.99 13,00
255.00— 264.99 13,50
255.00-- 274.99 14.25
275.00— 284.99 15,00
285.00— 294,99 15,75
295.00-- 304,99 16,50
305.00— 314.99 17.25
315.00-and over 18,00
I
SOURCE: Rhorle Island Sickness Coir.pensg tion Act (P.L. 1942,
Chapter 1200)
,
55,

TABLE ^^6
CLASSIFIED -"kGES AFD TOTAL B^F^IT G^PIDTTS
56^
Column T
Period
Column II
Total
Column T
Base Period
Colttmn
Total
Wages Paid for Benefit Wages Paid for Benefit
Employm.ent Credits Em.ploYment Credits
Under J^'lOO 950.00- 974 ?^195-00
i^lOO.OO- 124 .99 ^ 34.00 975 .00- 999-99 200-00
125.00- 149.99 38.50 1 000 .00- 1 024 -99 205-00
150.00- 174 .99 42.00 1 0?5 .00- T 049-99 PI 0 .00
175 .00- 199.99 45.25 1 050 .00- 1 074 .QQ PI 5 "^5
200.00- 224 .99 48.75 1 075 00- nooo QQ poo pc
225.00- 249.99 53.50 1 1 00 .00- n 24 .QQ PP5 P5
250.00- 274 .99 59 .00 1 T 25 .00- n 40 .QQX X" ^ m %j XD P30 .P5
275.00- 299 .99 64 .75 1 1 50 .00- 1 T 7A .00 P3 5 50
300.00- 324 .99 70 .2 5 XX ' '-J . WW— T T CO QQX X . cJ y pAO '^O
325.00- 349 .99 76 .00 x<i v/u . uu— TPC5A CO P/5 q c:/-.c H 0 . JW
350.00- 374 . 99 81 .50 1?P5 00-Xc. CO. vyVJ — 1PAO 00 c, ow . jw
375.00- 399.99 87.P5 Xi^'-'W .WW — 1P7A 00 ore; 71=;
400.00- 424.99 OO-Xo > O . WW — IPOQ QQ P f^O 7RC DW . ' 0
425.00- 449.99 1 ''^OO oo_XOWW . WW— 0 D0 . 0
450.00- 474.99 QQ nn "^o ^ oo_xoc o . uu— T "^AO 00 P "70C (\J » fU
475.00- 499.99 1 OA o loou .uu— T '7A 0 010 . y
y
0 "7A 00/^D .UU
500.00- 524.99 ±uy • /D T 7 "7^: 00_XO O . UU — 10y y . y y OQT 00col .UU
525.00- 549.99 114 . /O 1 AOO OOXttUU . UU — T AOA 00i^c^ . y OQ C 00rob .i.'U
550.00- 574.99 11 fa (D T AO c; OO14t<cO .UU — T / A Q QOi'±4ty . yy 0 OT 00'cyi .UU
575.00- 599.99 121.00 1450.00- 1474.99 296.25
600.00- 624.99 TO/ AOl/C'i .UU 14.7c; 00-Xtc ' "J . WW— T AOQ QQ •^Ol P"^OWX .cO
625.00- 649.99 129.00 1500.00- 1524.99 306.25
650.00- 674.99 134.25 1525.00- 1549.99 X X .CO
675.00- 699.99 139.25 1550.00- 1574.99 316.50
700.00- 724.99 144.25 1575.00- 1599.99 321 50
725.00- 749.99 149.25 1600.00- 1524.99 326.50
750.00- 774.99 154.50 1625.00- 1649.99 331.50
775.00- 799.99 159.50 1650.00- 1674.99 336.75
800.00- 824.99 164.50 1675.00- 1699.99 341.75
825.00- 849.99 169.50 1700.00- 1724.99 346.75
850,00- 874.99 174.75 1725.00- 1749.99 351.75
875.00- 899.99 179.75 1750.00- 1774.99 357.00
900.00- 924.99 184.75 1775.00- 1799.99 362.00
925.00- 949.99 189.75 1800.00 and over 364.50
SOUHCS: Rhode Island Siclmess Compensation Act (p .L. 1942,
Chapter .1200) .
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1, Three representatives of labor
2, Two representatives of t'le public (one from the
medical profession)
3, The chairmen of the labor committees of fHe *
Rhode Island Senate anc? f^ouse of Representatives.
This com.misslon meets monthly and files advisor:/ reports.
F . Claim.s and Appeals Procedi;re
A prescribed procedure has been set up for t>'e filing of
claim.s by v/orkers for benefit pa^rinents. Claims are ma^^e on
forms of the United States Employment Service. !=^tateraents
describing the worker, his employment and illness, are filled
in by the worker and his physician and mailed to the TTnemploy-
ment Compensation Board within three days of fHe date of f^^e
statements. The claims examiner then determines the validity
of the claims and notifies the applicants. Appeals against
such decisions must be made within seven days of receipt of
written notification. The claimant is then notified of a
hearing date. At such a hearing, t>^e claimant is allovred to be j,
represented by counsel as well as to have medical v/itnesses to
testify for him. The Unemployment Compensation ""^oard hol'^s the
|
first hearing. If the Board sustains t>>e original decision
unanimously, the claimant may appeal to the courts for a reopen!
ing of the case. Tf the Board's decision is not unamimous,
^
however, the claimant can request a hearing before an appeals
I'
board composed of:
(
1. one representative of labor
2. one representative of fbe public
3. one representative of the merlloal profession.
The jurisdiction of the latter board is litnited to those cases
I
in which the Unemployment Compensation Board fails to ren-^er
a unanimous decision. ( 11)
Section IT- California
California's provisions for a disabllit3r insurance pro-
gram, became effective on May 21, 1945.
A. Coverage
All workers covered by f^e unemployment Insurance law are
also automatically covered for disability Insurance purposes.
According to an amendment to the IJnemploym.ent Insurance Act on
January 1, 1946, covered employers include f^ose employing one
or m.ore v/or^ers (not in excluded em-ploym.ent ) during t>>e current
or past year with a quarterly (three months) payroll greater
than llOO. Previous to the amendment, covered employers -vere
defined as those employing four or more emplo3rees at legist I
twenty weeks a year. (12) "Tl^e principal excluded "classes of
employment are agricultural labor, domestic service in a pri-
vate hom.e and services in the employ of the fe'^eral, st-^jte and
(11) Sick-Pay Benefit Leg! slation , op.clt. , p. 52o
(12) Caliiornia Unem.ployment Insurance Act, '^s Amen'^ed, 1947,
ni«p.: n.n., n.ct.), p.^n
i
looal goverrmients. Tn addition there are exclude'^ f^ose ^v^o II
are in the einploy of certain non-profit charitable, edi;!cotlonal
or religious organizations under certain conditions, those in
the einploy of a son, daughter or spouse or for a fat^-er or
|
mother if the employed c^ild is under 21, and certain other
Glasses under special circumstances ."( 13) Covered workers
j
are defined as those v/ho are eirployed by covered er^ployers.
B. Eligibility
To be eligible for disability benefits, a claimant (a
worker who files a claim for disability benefits) must:
i
(1) be imomployed because of sickness or injury,
(2) have received qualifying wages during t>>e base per-
il
iod. (Base period means the first four out of the
last five completed calendar quarters immediately I
preceding the first day of an individual's benefit
year.. Benefit year
,
v/ith respect to any individual^
means the one ye?r period beginning wlf^ f^e first
jj
day of t^^.e 7/eek with respect to W^lch t^^e Individ- l|
ual first files a valid claim for benefits an^
thereafter the one year period beginning with f^e
day on which such individual again files g valid
claim after the termination of his last preceding l|
benefit year.") (14)
i\
(13) Ibid ., p. 12.
(14) IFI?., p. 28
(
'(3) file a first Glaiw fcrm which is snpporte'^ by a
j|
medical certificate verifying the (disability.
(4) serve a seven-day waiting period,
jj
(5) submit to a reasonable examination If It is re-
quired by the California "nepartment of :^ployment.
(6) mail a claim to the department of '^iployment
between the eighth and twenty-eighth day of dis-
ability.
"A disability is defined as a mental or physical Illness
I
or injury resulting in the individual's inability to perform
,
his regular or customary work. "(15) The "Department of ??mploy-
ment had to determine whether "regular and customary work"
! meant the claimant's regular occupation or his current job, Tt
has been decided that "regular and customary work" should mean
the work the claimant was currently doing, regardless of whether
It Is his customary work, and regardless of whether he coul*^ do
j|
other work. There are certain restrictions on the payment of
! benefits. Pregnancy is not a compensable Illness under the
law and no benefits will be paid up to the termination of preg-j
nancy and for four weeks thereafter. In addition, •disability
insurance will not be paid If the claimant is receiving:
I
(1) Unemployment Insurarce
(2) Workmen's Compensation, if It equals or exceeds
the weekly benefit amount. ("Weekly benefits are
(15) California Plsabillty Insurance Program (Attachment to
General Administration fetter No. 104), (Wa shington,d.C.
!
f Federal Security Agency, 1948), p. 2. I
i
discussed below)
I
(4) G.I. Readjustment Allowances.
I
C. Financing
As In Rhode Island, the California Unei5plo7i?ient Tnsurance
Act requires a 1"^ wage -earner contribution on t>>e first !*3000.
of wages in a year. Since May 21, 1946, when the disability
insurance law was enacted, these contributions have been de-
posited in a special Disability Fund which has been established
in the S'tate Treasury. Employers whose employees are covered
by the State Disability Fund must continue to witlihold the 1*^
wage-earner contributions. The em.ployers, >it5wever, pay nothing
towards the Disability Fund. !Tot more than 5"^ of these con-
tributions may be used to pay for administrative expenses.
An additional source of revenue for payment of disability
benefits exclusive of expenses of Administration Is the sum
of approximately $105.8 million which is on deposit In t^e
Unemployment Trust Fund in Washington, ^.C.(16) This source
of money was made available as a consequence of the provisions
of the California law, and a subsequent Federal law. According
to the California disability Insurance law, benefit payments
were to begin a year after contribution, i.e. May 21, 1947.
Benefit, however, could be payable 90 days after the .^ooial
Security Board or a higher authority had determined that work-
er contributions to the Unemployment Trust Fund for the years
(16) Ibid., p. 1.
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1944 and 1945 could be withdrawn and expended for disability
||
benefits. Senator Khowland of California sponsored an amend-
ment to the Social Security Act making employee contributions
In any state available for disability benefits exclusive of thos
expenses of administration. The amendment became effective on
August 10, 1946, and subsequently benefit payments In California
began on December 1, 1946.(17)
D, Amount and Duration of Benefits
Benefits may be defined as the money payments T^ich are
payable to a claimant for unemplo3n!]ent com.pensatlor or for i
disability Insurance, The same benefit formula Is used for !
unemployment Insurance and disability Insurance, If a benefit
ii
year (defined above) Is established under one system, It Is
automatically established under the other. Two types of bene-
fit amounts are computed: weekly benefits and yearly benefits. '
Weekly benefits are based on highest quarter earnings of the
worker; yearly benefits are based on total wages in a four-
quarter base period, "For claims filed during the first month
of any quarter, the base period consists of the first four of
the last six completed calendar quarters; for those filed in
the second or third month" of a quarter, the base period Is the
first four of the last five completed calendar quarters (18)
(17) Tbld, p, 1.
(18) Ibid, p. 2.

6S,
Weekly benefit rates for "benefit years established prior t©
January 1, 1948 ranged from ^10,00 to |;20,00 as shoYrci In Table
#7 below. (p,64) . Subsequent to January 1, 1948, the maximum
,
weekly benefit amount was Increased from 5^20.00 to !^25.00. I
Table #8 below. (P. 65) . The yearly benefit amounts payable for
benefit years established before January I'', 1948 ranged, as
shown In Table #9 (p. 66), from ^^163.00 to ^5468.00. For benefit
years established subsequent to that date, the yearly benefit '
rate Is equal to 26 times the weekly benefit amount
,
or one-
half the claimant's base period earnings, whichever Is the i
lesser. A worker Is reqtilred to earn at least !^300»00 In ^
wages during his base period, to qualify for benefits, provided
I
that not more than three-quarters of such wages is In the quar-
ter of highest earnings (unless his total base period wages are
^
1750.00 or more). (19) The latter provision (added In 1947)
serves to exclude certain seasonal and casual workers who are
not considered full-fledged members of the labor force.
|
'"^eekly benefits are equal approximately to l/20 to 1/23
of high quarter earnings within the minimum and maximum bene-
fit amounts described above. The potential duration of bene-
fits before January 1, 1948 was from 9- 23 weeks. Since t^ls
date, the duration is from 15- 26 weeks. Benefits are t^e
same for disability as for unemployment, but combined benefits
under the two programs cannot be more than one and one -half times
' the duration allowed under one program. According to the orlg-
11
(19) Ibid , P > 5>
I!
r
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TABLE #7
,1
^?EEKLY BEICTTT RATES IN CALTFORyTTA PRTOR TO JAmiAHy l', 1948
Amount of "^ages weekly
in Highest Benefit
Quarter Amount
$ 75.00—199.99 illO.OO
200.00--219.99 11.00
220.00—239.99 12.00
240.00—259.99 13.00
260.00—279.99 14.00
280.00--299.99 15.00
300.00—319.99 16.00
320.00--339.99 17.00
340.00—359.99 18.00
360.00—379.99 19.00
380.00-and over 20.00
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TABLE #8
^EKLY BEITEFTT RATES TN CALTFOR'MTA SUBSEOUEFT TO ^CE^^^^ 31* 1947
Amount of Wages
In Highest
Quarter
We ekly
Benefit
Amount
1
1
1 75.00—199,99 tio.oo
1
200.00--219.99 11.00
1
220.00—239.99 12.00
1
1
240.00—259.99 13.00
260.00—279.99 14.00
280.00—299.99 15.00
300.00—319.99 16.00
320.00—339.99 17.00
340.00—359.99 18.00
360.00—379.99 19.00
380.00—429.99 20.00
430.00--459.99 21.00
460.00--499.99 22.00
500.00—539.99 23.00
540.00—579.99 24.00
580.00-and over 25.00
i
i
SOURCE: California Unemployment Insurance Aot, As Affiende-^, 1^4 Tj
(n.p.: n.n., n.d.) p. 70.
(•
{
TABLE #9
YEARLY BEKSFTT RATES TN CALTFORFTA PRTQR TO JANUARY 1, 1948
Amoimt of Total Wages
I 300.00— 349.99
350.00— 399.99
400.00— 449.99
450.00— 499.99
500.00-- 549.99
550.00-- 599.99
600.00-- 649.99
650.00— 699.99
700.00— 749.99
750.00— 799.99
800.00— 899.99
900.00— 999.99
1,000.00—1,099.99
1,100.00—1,199.99
1,200.00—1,299.99
1,300.00—1,399.99
1,400.00—1,499.99
1,500.00—1,599.99
1,600.00—1,699.99
1,700.00—1,799.99
1,800.00—1,899.99
1,900.00—1,999.99
2,000.00--and up
Maxlmtiffi Total Aaotint
of Benefits Payable
1163.00 OR
188.00 16 tlffles weekly
213.00 benefit amount',
238.00 whichever Is the
263.00 lesser
16 times weekly benefit
amount
306.00
324,00
342.00
360.00
378.00
396.00
414.00
414.00
432.00
432.00
450.00
468.00
SOURCE: California Unemployment Insurance Act , As Amen^^ecf^, 194y ,
(n.p.: n.n., n.d.) p. 70.

Inal provisions of the law, benefits were paid only for full
weeks of disability. According to the amendment effective
January 1, 1948, however, benefits at the rate of one-seventh
of the weekly amount are payable for days of disability after
the seven-day waiting period.
E» Claims and Appeals Procedure
ll
According to the law, claims for disability benefits must
be filed In accordance with the regulations of the California
Department of Employment, A first claim Is defined as the
I
first one filed for a spell of disability. "The first claim
must be filed not later than the 20th consecutive day followlii;
the first compensable day of disability (i.e., the eighth con-
secutive day of disability) ,"(20) Tn other words, a worker
must file a claim within 28 days from the time that he first
becomes disabled. The first claim must be accompanied by a
statement of a doctor or some authorized person stating the
facts of the disability and estimating the probable duration
of the disability. "Continued claims (those filed subsequent
to the first claim) may be filed for each compensable period
I
of not more than fourteen days, not later than five days
j
following either the last compensable day of the period, or
I the clalment*s receipt of the claim form from the district 'I
office, whichever is later. "(21)
(20) Ibid, p.8.
(21) Tgjg\ p.8.

The procedure for appealing disputed claims Is t^e same
as for unemployment insurance claims. An appe«l may be made
either by the claimant or by his last employer. Tf a case Is
appealed, a hearing is scheduled by ah Itapartlal referee.
Subsequently, the referee's decision m.ay be appealed to the
Appeals Board, a three-man board appointed by the Governor In
accordance with the provisions of the Unemployment Insurance
Act. The determination handed down by the Appeals Board is
final.
F. VOLUT^TARY PLAI^^S
Voluntary plans for disability insurance may be substi-
tuted for coverage under the state plan (described above) if
|l
they are approved by the California Employment Stabilization
Commission (the branch of the California "Hepartment of Employ- !
ment which administers the disability program). Tf a volun- I
tary plan is approved, the employees covered by It are exempt
from paying the one per cent wage contribution to the State '
Disability Fund and they are not eligible for benefits from the
fund. As soon as a voluntary plan is terminated, however*^, I
employees are immediately entitled to protection by the State
j
Disability Fund. The emplcyar cannot require the employees
j
under a voluntary plan to contribute more than the one per cent
wage contribution that would otherwise be paid to the State
Fund. The employer, if he so desires, may pay the entire cost
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of the Toltintary plan. The following factors wvist exist In
order to have a voluntary plan approved:
(1) "The rights afforded to ernployees covered hy the
plan are greater than those provided by the ?tate
Disability Fund.
(2) "The plan has been made available to all employees
of the employer employed in California, except
that a plan may be limited to one or more sepa-
rate plants of the employers. Employees In par-
tial or short-time employment may be excluded In
accordance with regulations,
(3) "A majority of employees affected have consented
to the plan,
(4) "That if the plan is to be Insured, the form of
the Insurance policy has been approved by the
State Insurance Commission, and is to be Issued
by an authorized insurer,
(5) "The employer has consented to the plan and has
agreed to make whatever pay-roll deductions are
required by it
•
(6) "Provision Is made for inclusion of future
employees,
(7) "The Plan is to be in effect for at least one
year with the provision for automatic renewal,
(8) "Approval of the plan (or group of plans) will
not result in a selection of risks favoring the

plan and adverse to the State Fund. "(22)
For a plan to be found to offer greater rights
, as described
tmder (1) above, It must be as liberal as the ^^tate plan on
every point, and on at least one point, It nrust be better. The
Toluntary plan oan meet this latter requirement by provl'^lng
such features as a greater weekly benefit amount, greater dur-
ation of benefits, or more liberal eligibility requirements.
Voluntary plans may be either Insured by an Insurance
eompnay or self -insured (I.e. Insured or guaranteed by the em-
ployer, himself). If the plan Is to be self-Insured, security
or a surety bond equal to at least one-half the amount of an-
nual contributions which would have been paid Into the TMsabll-
Ity Fund must be deposited with the T)epartment of Emploinnent to
guarantee payment of obligations under the plan.
Claimants under a voluntary plan file their claims with
the voluntary plan In accorriance with its procedures. A
II
claimant v^hose claim Is denied may appeal to the T>epartment
|
whereupon his appeal will be handled in the same procedures
'
as are the appeals under the state system. If a claim is
finally ordered to be paid, the T^partment may pay the claimant
from the State Disability Fund and then collect the money from
the voluntary .plan.
Voluntary plans, according to the law, must furnish
adequate Information to the "Department concerning their oper-
^
at ions and claims. On the other hand, the Ttepartment is
(22) Sick-Pay Benefit Legislation, op.clt. , p.60_^

supposed to furnish Information to voluntary plans necessary
to their efficient operation.
The law provides that the additional cost to the Apart-
ment entailed in the administration of voluntary plans shall
be assessed against the voluntary plans. No more than 2/100
of one per cent of the wages of the employees covered "by all
the plans can be assessed for this purpose. (23)
G. EXTEimST) LTABTLTTY ACCOUTT^
An amendment effective January 1, 1948, established an
extended liability account in the Disability Fund. This account
Is credited with the interest on worker's cortributions for
1944, 1945, and 1946. Since January 1, 1948, all benefit pay-
ments made to claimants who were not in covered employment at
the beginning of their disability but who had been previously
covered, are charged to this account. These benefit payments
are charged to the account regardless of whether the contri-
butions have been paid to a voluntary plan or to tbe State
Fund. If this account shows a deficit at the end of a calendar
year, the State and the employers with voluntary plans are
assessed their portion of the deficit. Eniployers with volun-
tary plans, however, cannot be assessed more than S/lOO of one
per cent of wages paid under all voluntary plans during that
year. Any portions of a deficit which remain unliquidated are
carried over to the following year.
(25 ) Ibid, p. 61.
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Seotlon III- New Jersey.
The Few Jersey Temporary "Disability Benefits Law was ap-
proved by Governor T)rlscoll on June 1, 1948 and became effect-
ive immediately.
The law provides that any worker whose employer Is subject
to the Unemployment Compensation Law Is automatically covered
for disability benefits. Tn addition, if a worker Is unem-
ployed after having worked for an employer covere'^ by the law,
he may be eligible for disability benefits. (
"
Covered employer
means any individual or type of organization, Inclu'^ing any
partnership, assooiationj trust
,
estate, joint-stock company',
insurance company or corporation,whether domestic or foreign,
or the receiver, trustee in bankruptcy , trustee or successor
thereof, or the legal representative of a deceased person, who
I s an employer subject to the chapter to which this act is a
supplement, designated as the unemploym.ent compensation
law.") (24)
B. STATE PLAF
The State plan: provides disability benefits for all cov-
^
ered individuals who are not entitled to disability benefits -
(24) New Jersey Temporary Disability Benefit s Law (n.p. ; n.n.
,
n.cl
. } p. 3
•
A, COVERAGE

Tinder approved private plans. TMsatilllty "benefits are pal'^ to
a olalmant after he serves a 20-day waiting period. According
to the law, "the weekly "benefit amonnt shall be determined as
1/22 of the covered individual's total wages In the calendar
quarter In which said total wages were highest of the first
four of the last five completed calendar quarters Inwediately
preceding the commencement of the period of disability, pro-
Tided that such amount shall not be more than ^22. nor less
than $9. "(25) The maximum total benefits payable are equal
to 26 times the weekly benefit amount or one-third of the work-
er's total wages in the first four of his lest five completed
calendar quarters, which ever Is the smaller maximum pa3rment.
The maximTim total benefits, however, cannot be less than ten
times the claimant's weekly benefit amount. Tn order to be en-
titled to benefits, a claimant must have earned wages equal to
30 times his benefit amount, or at least 1^270. In his base year
(the first four of the last five completed calendar quarters.)
"The legislation states, among conditions under which
disability benefits are not payable, the following:
(1) "For any period during which a disability bene-
fits claimant is not under the care of a legally
licensed physician;
(2) "For any period of disability due to pregnancy,
or resulting childbirth, miscarriage, or abortion;
(3) "For any period of disability due to wilfully or
(25) Ibid, pp. 10,11.
I

ij
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il
Intentionally self-lnfllctefl Injury, or to In-
juries sustalre'^ In the perpetration "by the In-
dividual of a high misdemeanor; i|
(4) "For any week with respect to which or a part of
which he has received or Is seeking xaneraployment
|^
Insurance under any uneinplo3Tnent compensation or
disability benefit law of any other state or of
II
the United States, provided that If the appropriate
agency of such other state or of the United i!
States finally determines t^at >>e Is not entitled
II
to any such benefits, this disqualification s^all
not apply; 'I
(5) "For any week during which the claiiBant performs
any wsrk for remuneration or profit;
(6) "For any week with respect to Y/^lch i^e receives
his regular weekly wages from his employer.
However, If the employer pays part of his reg-
ular weekly wages, then benefits may be paid in
a sum which, together with the moneys received
from his employer, does not exceed his regular j|
weekly wages;
(7) "For any period during which a covered Individ-
ual would be disqualified for unemployment
compensation benefits under the labor dlsauall-
f lea tion provision of the Unem.pl oym.ent Compen-
I'

sation Law. "(26)
C. PRIVATE PLAFS
Any eraployor who Is subject to the law may Insure his
workers under a private plan instead of the State plan. Each
private plan must "be submitted to the Unemployment Compensation
Commission for approval. The private plan will be approved if
it is shown that:
(1) "All the employer's workers are covered, or if
a class is excluded, such exclusion will not re-
sult in a substantial selection of risk a'^verse
to the State plan.
!l
II
I
(2) "Eligibility requirements are no more restric-
tive than under the State plan.
(3) "Benefits payable are no less in amount or dura-
tion than under the state plan. i
(4) "A majoritjr of the employer's workers have as-
sented to the plan if they are required to con-
tribute to the cost. "(27)
An employer may establish a private plan either by con- I
tracting with an authorized insurance company issuing a pol-
^
icy providing for disability benefits, or by becoming a self-
|
Insurer. Tn the latter case, the self-insurer must eit"Her
(26) ;^at Every Worker Should Know About Temporary T>isabili ty I'
Insurance
,
(m.p.: n.n. , n.d. ) , p. 4.
(27) Important Notice to Employers ^elation to Ve^ Jersey's
Tftmp^^^^ msaqilTTy Benefits Eaw, (n.p.: n.n. , n.d. ) ,p.2.
• }
furnish the Commission a surety "bond guaranteeing the un'ier-
taking, or pledge sufficient security to satisfy the Commission
I
of the self-insurer's ability to pay the disability benefits.
Under a private plan, workers must contribute one-quarter
of one per cent of their first #3000 in wages to t"He Unemploy-
ment Compensation Fund. They are not required to make any con-
tribution to the State Disability Benefits Fund, The law fur-
ther provides that workers shall not pay more than three-quar-
ters of one per cent towards the cost of any private plan. An
employer under a private plan is exem.pt from any pa^rment to
the State 'Disability Benefits Fund, but he must still contri-
bute to the Unemployment Compensati cn Fund at the established
rate
.
D. AmTTNTSTHATTOF A^TT> FTTTAFCE
The Temporary Disability Benefits Law is administered
by the Unemployment Compensation Commission. Tn addition, the
law provides for the establishment of an Advisory Council on
Disability Benefits. This advisory council includes; 4 repre-
sentatives of labor, 2 representatives of employers, 2 repres-
entatives of the insurance industry, the executive director of
the commission and the commissioners of Banking an^ Tnsurance
and of Labor. According to the law, "the advisory commission
shall:
(1) "study the administration and operation of t>^ls
act;

(2) "aid the commission in formulating policies;
!|
rules and regulation and consult and advise '
ii
with the executive director; '
(3) "report to the Governor and the Legislature on
or before March 1, 1951, and at such ot>»er times
as It may deem appropriate Its recommendations
for legislation or administration necessary or
desirable to Improve and perfect the operation of
this act;
(4) "report to the Governor and the Legislature on such
other matters relating to t>^ls act, and at such
|
other times, as it may deem in f^^e public inter-
est. "(28)
The law provides that 6< of the contributions payable to
I
the Disability Fund may be used for administrative expenses.
j
In addition, an unemployment disability account is created.
All disability payments made to claimants who are unemployed
at the time of their disability is credited to this account.
If this account should show a deficit at the end of any calen-
dar year, the commission may assess the employer an amount not
exceeding 2/100 of one per cent of his taxable w^^ges.
According to the law, "the commission s'l^all, at t^e end
of each fiscal year, determine the total amomt expen'^e'^ by
it for added administrative cost directly attributable to f^^e
supervision and operation of approved private plans, ar-^? such
.(28) New Jersey Temporary Disability Benefit s Law, op,clt .
,
pp.l5,l6. ~ ==

amount shall be prorated among the approved private plans,
in effect during that year on the basis of the amount of con-
tributions that woul^ have been paid into the State temporary
disability benefits fun-^ if the employees had not been covered
under such private plans. The prorated amounts shall be ass-
essed against the respective employers but shall not exceed
two per cent of such contributions . "(29)
A claimant must file a written notice of disability
with the Commission within ten days of the beginning of the
period of disability. Proof of the disability must be filed
within 30 days. The Commissi en may require a claiw^awt to sub-
mit himself at intervals, not more than once a week, for exam-
ination by a physician or public health nurse designated by the
Commission. Claimants are also allowed the rieht to appeal
and are entitled to review hearings of the decisions of the
Commission.
The New Jersey law authorized the withdrawal of ^'^50 .mil-
lion from the Unemploym.ent Trust Fund In 'Washington. Tbls sum
represents a portion of the contributions tha-t have been paid
by the New Jersey workers under the Unemployment Compens'^ +;ion
Law. It is to be used to provide additional funds for t>>e
payment of disability benefits. "Workers contribute fi^ree-quar-
ters of one per cent of their taxable wages to help finance ^'He
disability program.
(29) Ibid, p. 19.

CHAPTER TV
ADMTMISTRATTOIT OF TEE RHODE TSLAFD
AND CALTFORFTA PROGRAITS

AmTNTSTRATTOTT OF BFOm T?LA1TT>
AND CALTFOHFTA PROGRAMg
Tntrodtiction
This chapter will "be concerned with the operation of the
Rhode Island and California programs and the prohlems fHat
have arisen Incident to their administration. The Wew Jersey
law Is of too recent origin to allow for any description of Its
administration.
Section T of this chapter will deal with the administra-
tion of the Rhode Island program. Section TT will describe
the administration of the California program. Section ttt
will compare and evaluate the two programs.
Section I- Rhode Island
A. AWTFTSTRATT-^TE PRQCE^R'g?
The Rhode Island Cash Sickness Compens-^tlon Act is admin-
istered by a cash sickness unit under the jurisdiction of tv^e
Unemployment Compensation Board. A chief claims examiner is
in charge of the non-m.edlcal operations of the program. A
medical director supervises the medical aspects of the program
and is responsible to the Board. The chief claims examiner dir
ects a staff of field investigators whose duties inclu'^e the
making of contacts with claimants, their last employers, and
their attendln^hyslclans . (1)
4.1) Sick-Pay Benefit Legislation , op. ci
t
. ,
p. 53,

All claims that are filed by workers m-ust be si^bml tte'?
on forms provided by the Unemployment Compensation Boar'i.
There are three Important classes of claims: new claims (the
first claim In a benefit year); reflle claims (starting a
second or subsequent claims series In the same benefit year);
and continued claims (certifying to weeks of disability, as a
basis for regular weekly payments . "(2)
A prescribed procedure has been established for fhe hand-
ling of new claims. They are first checked to see whether all
the Information required by the Board is supplied. The type of
illness, the claimant *s occupation and the Industry In Which
the claimant was formerly employed are then recorded under
!|
statistical codes. Next, the medical examiner reviews the
claims and he determines, basing his decision on the physlcian^s
report of the disability and its probable duration, whether the
claimant is disabled as defined by the law and the length of
J
time he will probably be disabled. The claims are then sent to
the wage record unit, where records are kept of the quarterly
\
earnings of all covered workers. An individual payment account
ledger is next set up for each claimant upon which tVie necessary
information Is recorded. Recording of t>^e wf?ges earned 'luring
the claimant's base periods makes it possible to determine the
benefit rate and the maximum amount of money to which the
claimant is entitled because of his earnings in the base period.
(2) Ibid, p. 53.
cr.rr ^ f
.
I When the benefit amount has "been determined, the ledgers are
i sent back to the cash sickness \mit where they are checked to
see that the claimant has met all the ellglbllltY requlrernents
.
' Those claims which are cleared are then filed Immediately fol-
lowing the notification of the claimant that his waiting period
has been completed and that he is eligible for benefits if >>e
!
remains unemployed because of Illness. The claimant is also
I
sent a continued claim form which he must fill out after "'-ils
second full week of Illness in order that he may receive his
j
first payment, '"/hen the continued claim forms are received,
I they are matched with the ledgers ar_r? benefit payments are
certified If the claims are In good order.
'Nhen refiled claims are received, a different procedure
is used. These claims are sorted and given to file clerks
who gather all the previous history on the claims, T>^e medical
i
examiner then reviews all the case history on the claimant
I
and he allows or rejects the claim on the basis of this mat-
erial. (3)
The payment of benefits under the Rhode Island program
did not begin until April 1, 1943, By that time, collections
from the workers had already been made for a period of nine
months- since July 1, 1942- and a reserve of ^2,659,937.33
j' for benefit payments and operating expenses had been aocumu-
Ibid, pp . 54 ,55
.
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lated. After benefit pa3rments began (in April) until fHe '<
close of the calendar year in December, 1943- a period of nine
months- the reserve fund had increased to $3,377,018,72, a net
gain of §717,018.39, despite the fact that ''^g, 857, 168. 38 had
been paid out in benefits. (4) Thus, during the first year of
operation, the current Income from contributions- i.e. from
the one per cent tax on the first ^.3000 of workers* wagesr ex-
ceeded the expenditures for the payment of benefits and fhe
cost of administration.
!
In 1944 and 1945, however, the expenditures exceeded
current income and the Unemployment Compensatl on Boar'^ was com-
pelled to draw on the reserve accumulated during fHe first
nine months of the law*s operation. Tn 1944, the excess of
expenditures over income was 1^587,327.24.(5) The operating
deficit for 1945 was 1^388,176.78.(6)
i
Several reasons have been advances for the excess of t
disbursements over income and the consequent decline in the
Cash Sickness Fund. One factor of importance was the r?ecline
in total payrolls beginning in 1944 as shown in Table 4^10
below. (p. 84) Taxable wages fell from #468,655,781. in 1943
to ^457,881,551. in 1944 and to |431 ,175 ,521 . in 1945.
(4) fiinth Annual Report , 1944 , of the Rhode Island Unemployment
Compensati on Board
,
(n.p.: n.n., n.d. ) , p. '^u
(5) Ibid , p. 20
(6) Tenth Annual Report , 1945 , of t^'e F^ode Island Unemployment
Compensatl on Board, (n. p.; -n,n. ,~ iT.d. ) , p75

TABLE #10
TAXABLE WAGES TC^om ISLAM)
$236,645,197
1941 339,119,650
1942 441,313,731
1943 468,655,781
1944 457,881,551
1945 431,175,521
1946 468,040,232
1947 515,000,000*
*Prelinlnary estimate s-ubject to ar?justment
•
SOURCE: Twelfth Annual Report , 1947 , of the Rho^e Tslan^^
Unemploymen'b Compensation Boa rgf, (n.p.; nn. n.c,), p,16
I
The importance of these statistics arises from the (definitions
I
of the Rhode Island law which were noted in Chapter I^t. The
benefit year always begins in April and extends for twelve
J
months through March of the following calendar year. The
base period is the calendar year which precedes the first day
of the benefit year. Thus, a claimant who filed a claim in
|,
April, 1944 w"hen total contributions to the Cash Sickness Fund
' were lower than in 1943, would be eligible for benefits deter-
' mined on the basis of his wages In the base period, f'^e
calendar year, 1943, when total wages were higher than in 1944.
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Another reason for the excess of expen'^ltures was f^e
I
heavy drain on the fund caused by certain types of cases. Tt
I
was found, for example, that the largest single awount of here-
I
fits paid for any illness during the first benefit year ending
j
i
in March, 1944 was for pregnancy cases. "A total ofJ* 6 52", 380.90
was paid to 4310 women who were disabled because of pregnancy
or Its attendant complications. "( 7) Under the existing law, wo-
men could draw benefits as long as they were disabled until
j
credits (determined by their earnings In the base period) had
been wiped out by benefit payments. In addition, women whose
children were bom from May to August could receive more money
than women whose children were bom from October to T>ecember
in cases where the women were disabled for the saT!?e number of
weeks. This was possible because in the first case tVte women
could draw benefits in two different benefit years, whereas
|
the others could onl^r draw benefits in one benefit year.
I
Another drain on the Sickness Compensation Fund was t>>at
caused by Workm.en*s Compensation cases. Alfhough fhe original
intention of the law was to disqualify workers who were drawing
''/orkmen's Compensstion from collecting benefits from the Cash
Sickness Fund, the General Assembly provided that the collec-
tion of Workmen's Compensation did not in Itself disqualify
a worker from receiving Cash Sickness benefits at the same
time. It was estimated by the Uhem.ployment Compensation Board
(7) Ninth Annual Report , 1944 , of the Rhode Island Unemployment
Compensation Board
,
op . olt
. ,
p. 14
.
1

that $315,000 was pair^ out .^rlng the first "benefit year to
workers while they were receiving ''/orlmen's Compensation. Of
those who collected benefits simultaneously from both sources,
It was discovered that 25,5 per cent of them receive'^ a total
amount of benefits which exceeded their regular weekly wagesj[8)
Another type of case which contributed to the heavy ex-
penditures was that of the retired workers, ¥o specific pre-
visions were made about retired workers. The combination of
the base period and the benefit year as established by the Cash
Sickness Act enabled the worker, in the extreme case, to collect
benefits 25 months after he had ceased contributing to fhe
Cash Sickness Fund. (9)
In an endeavor to ameliorate some of these problems and
to increase the solvency of the fund, the General Assembly
passed several amendments on July 1, 1946. One amen'^ment
was to Increase from one per cent to one and one-half per cent
jthe taxes on the first $3000. of workers* wages. This, In
1 effect, meant the cessation of employee contributions to the
Unemplo3rment Compensation Fund. Another important amen'^ient
was the limitations of benefits for pregnancy to fifteen weeks
except for unusual complications. No payment was to be made
to anyone who had not worked for a perlo'^ of six months or
applied with the United States Employment Service. There was
to be no payment which together with ^'^orkmen's Compensation
(8) Tbid, pp. 15,16.
(9) TbtJ, p. 17.
-••c
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would be greater than 90 per cent of the average weekly wage.
As a result of these amendments, there was a net operating
Increase for 1946. "Met contrlhutlons were ^4,896,537,36 v^ile
"benefit payments amounted to #4,606,211.09.(10)
In 1947, the General Assembly, as noted In Chapter ttt,
authorized the transfer of previous worker contributions to
the Unemployment Compensation Fund to the Cash Sickness Pun'^.
This provision made a sum of approximately ^28,000,000 available.
By the end of 1947, §15,000,000 Of this amount had been trans-
ferred to the Cash Sickness Fund, The balance of more than
113,000,000 was transferred to the fund In 1948.(11)
!i
Another change occurred with the reduction of the tax
ii
rate from one and one-half per cent to one per cent, which
|
became effective on wages paid after July 1, 1947. This change*,
of course, affected only the last quarter collection for the
benefit year. Collections for the first three quarters were
at the rate of one and one-half per cent, Tt Is Interesting
to note the effect of this change In the tax rate upon the '
amount of contributions, Tf the tax rate had been fixed at
one per cent for the entire year, receipts woul'^ have been onlyi
15,039,478.75. as compared with the actual receipts for 1947
of $6,983,270.64.(12) In 1946, net contributions were
14,896,537.36,(13) '
(10) Twelfth Annual Report
,
1947 , of the Rho^e Island Unemplo3^ent
Compensati on Board
,
(n,p; n.n,, n,d, ) , p,16,
(11) Thirteenth Ajinual Report
,
1948
,
of the R'-p^e Island Unemploy-
ment ^ompensatfon Board
, (n,p,t n,n,, n737) , p. 53T '
(12) Twelfth AnnuaI"^eport
,
194'7
,
of the Rho^e Island Unemployment
Sbtnpengation Board, op, olt ,, p, iWT ' '
(13) Ibid, p, 17,
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There are several reasons for the significant difference be-
tween the net contributions of 1946 and 1947, One cause can
be traced to the higher wage level In 1947, Another reason
oan be attributed to the fact that the tax rate during the TcaJ-j
or portion of 1947 wan higher than in the precedlrg year. A
|
significant factor, however, is that even with the one per cent
tax rate throughout 1947, there would have been sufficient
Incorae to pay the costs of sickness benefits,
A comparison of the benefit payments made during the
past several years exhibits a definite trend towards a decline
in payments. This may be observed in Table #11 below.
TABLE #11
CASF STCKHESS BEjviEFTT PAYl^IETTTS
YEAR NUMBER AMOUFT
1944 307,929 ^5,034,675.50
1945 277,685 4,688,796.24
1946 277,332 4,606,211.09
1947 256,499 4,291,895.31
SOURCE: Twelfth Annual Report
,
1947
, of the Rhode Island Un-
employment Compensation Board
,
op. ci-c
.
, p. If?.
A review of benefit payments as a percentage of taxable
wages has yielded the following results: (Table #12- p. 89)
Table #12 below indicates a relative decrease in the amount
of benefit payments.

TABLE 412
Benefit Payinent as
YEAR ^ of Taxable "^ageg
1944 1.10<
1945 1.09<
1946 .99<
1947 .83<
SOURCE: Tv7elf th Annual Report , 1947 , of the Rho^e Tslanr' Uperaploy-
ment Compensation Board , op. clt . , pp. 1V,18,
The decline In benefit payments can be traced to a large
extent to withdrawals from the labor market of older workers and
women who had returned to employment during the war years. Tt
Is evident that theiewas a much higher incidgnoe of illness
among this marginal group of workers. Thus the elimination of
these workers reduced the potential liability of the Cash "iok-
ness Fund. Several other factors also COTitributed to the de-
cline in benefit payinents. The limitation of benefits In
pregnancy cases to a maximum of fifteen weeks was one such fac-
tor. Another was the limitatlcn of benefits under Workmen^s
Compensation plus Sickness Compensation to a combined amount
no more than 90 per cent of the average weekly wage of the
worker.
The income side of the ledger should now be examined. On
the basis of the 1947 experience (described above), a red^iction
In the tax rate would cause ^ iq^^ revenue to approximately
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$945 ,000.(14) Cash Sickness Income, however, Is affecte'^ by
two factors:
(1) The tax rate
(2) The wage level throughout the state
If wages, for example, subject to the Cash Sickness tax, were
to increase, there would be an Increase in income even t^oyh
(14a)
the tax were only one per cent. On the other han«f, if wages
were to fall below the 1947 level, wages would decline more than
the §945,000. estimated above.
The foregoing analysis of income and expenses during
1947 demonstrates quite clearly that the Cash Sickness Ftind
would have shown a marked increase as a result of the year*s
operations even without the transfer of ?-15 ,000 ,000 . from, the
Unemployment Compensation Fund. There were two basic reasons
for this marked increase. Benefit payments from the Cash Sick-
ness Fund during 1947 were the lowest for any full year of oper-
ation since the start of the program. On the other hand, con-
j|
tributions paid by the workers were at an all-time high, Thes
two factors were mainly responsible for the increase in the
Cash Sickness Fund balance from ^.2, 581, 108,88 on January 1,1947
I
to 119,897,702 by the end of the year. (15)
I Tn 1948, benefit payments amounted to '^4,315,496.11
while $5,521,595.57 was collected in contributions. (16)
( 14) Ibid
, p. 17.
( 14a)S~i^ould "be noted that wages over !|3000, are not sublect
! (15) TMJ, p. 14.
^ to tax.
i (16) Thirteenth Annua l Report , 1947 , of the Rhode Tsland Unemploy-
j
ment Compensation Board, op. cIT., p.~53T"

These figures represented an Increase In benefit paT/roents anrl
a decrease In worker contributions as compared to f->e 5.947 '
figures. The decline In contributions reflected an Increase
in unemployment In Rhode Island. There was only a slight rise
In benefit payments, a fact which Indicates that slclmess In-
surance is not subject to fluctuations as extreme as those of
unemployment insurance
•
C. EVALUATION OF TVjE PROGRAM AFD POSSIBLE T?/TR0VT?METTTS
What can be said about the operation of the Rhode Island
Sickness Compensation Act from 1942 through 1948? It can be
pointed out that economic factors have caused Rhode Island to
have high disability rates. For one thing', there has been a
|
relatively high proportion of women among the covered worVer^l*''^
Experience has proved that women usually experience higher '^is-^
ability rates than men. The existence of maternity benefits
has also tended to give an upward bias to the disability rates.
Furthermore, Rhode Island has employed a single waiting period
'
in each year. This is contrary to the policy of private In-
surance contracts which employ a separate waiting-period for
each spell of sickness. In addition, there has been duplica-
tion in varying degrees at various times between wage pa-^entg^.
workmen *s compensation .payments , and slclmess compensation pay-
ments.
(17) Two of the largest industries in Rhode Island are the jew-
elry and textile industries. Both of the^e industries
employ a high proportion of female workers.

"On the whole Rhode Island appears to have done a credlt-!l
able job of administering a rather generous program of slcl^ess
compensationj--especlally considering the major handicap of
mi serably inadequate administrative funds during its early
years." (18) Tt is note-worthy that a state law shoiJld operate
with the apparent success that the Rhode Island Sickness Com-
pensation Act has enjoyed (I.e. with income greater than expen-j
ses) and still maintain comparatively generous provisions. It
would ordinarily be construed a mark of some achievement if a
state law would provide worthwhile but not too generous bene-
||
fits and still remain self-sufficient. It cannot be denied
that the operation of the plan was aided im.measurably by the 1
transfer of workers* oontributi ens from the Unemployment Com- i
pensation Fund to the Cash Sickness Fund, It can also be
demonstrated that the program has not had to contend ^flrith de-
pression conditions. It must be remembered, however, that
this program, was something new and had nothing from past ex-
perience to lend it a hand. A considerable balance has been
accumulated during the operation of the program which. s"Hould
prove adequate to cover the increased drain of depression con-
ditions. The disability field requires a smaller reserve
than is necessary in the unemployment compensation field
'
because""^ the variations between years are much less extreme
for disability benefits than for unemployment benefits ,"(19)
(18) Sick-Pay Benefit Legislation . q«. clUl. , p. 21
(19) Tbid , p.

Tliere are several changes that might be made In the jl
Rhode Island Sickness Act, The waiting-period week mav be ma^e
similar to that employed under private Insurance contracts,
l.e, a separate waiting period for each spell of illness, Tn
addition, employer contributions may be added to tbe fund. Un-
der most voluntary plans of this nature, employers contribute
a large share, if not the entire amount, tow^r'^s a sickness
I
compensation fund. The employer can build up good relations
with his workers by showing this kind of interest in the wel-
fare of his employees. Under the Rhode Island program, the
employer would not have to contribute more fHan one per cent of
his payroll. Furthermore, reductions on the employer's tax
could be made by experience ratings similar to those employed
under Unemployment Compensation. In this way, a more adequate
fund would be made available and possibly more generous bene-
||
fits could be paid. Sickness benefits s>^ould be raised to a
maKimum of $25.00 per week and $650.00 per year. (This increase
was provided for .unemployment compensation in jtily, 1947, but
was not fflad3 applicable to sickness benefits.)
Section IT— Oallfomla
A. STATE PLAF !|
The disability program is administered by the State Em-
ployment Stabilization Commission. The Vice-chairman of the
Commission is in charge of disability insurance operations.
The State has been divided into sixteen districts, each one wit^
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a district office, to administer disability insurance cl»=»lms.
These districts are combined into tViree flel^ areas; one for
the coastal area at San Francisco, another for the sotithern
area at Los Angeles, and a third for the Central Valley area
at Sacramento. The Central office is located in Sacramento. (20)
In the central office in Sacramento, the Commission "'^as '
a full-time medical director, addition, assistant medical
directors are located in the area offices in Los Angeles and li
San Francisco. The medical director revle^^s the duration of
benefits in cases that are reported from the district offices.
I
Fls chief function, however, has been to explain the nisabillty
program and its administration to medical men it^o may have
misinterpreted or misunderstood the law. The result has been
j
that the medical profession has cooperated remarkably well
with the State.
A procedure has been established for the handling of
claims. "First claims are filed with the central office In
Sacramento, which makes determinations on the timeliness, |i
the validity of the certification, and financial eligibility',
and assigns the claim to the appropriate district office. The
!
district office handles the claim from that point on, includ-
ing contacts with claimants, employers, and physlclans'',(21)
Thus, the central office determines w'^ether the claim is certl-
(20) California Disability Insurance Program, op. cn., p. 7.
(21) Ibid, p. 9.
j

fled by an authorized doctor or practitioner. Then, t>»e bsse-
period wage records of the claimant are looked up and from
these records monetary determinations are made. The claims
are then forwarded to the district offices Tfheve fhe process-
ing of the claims are carried on by the claims examiners. The
claims examiner decides upon the probable duration of tVie dls-
;!
ability. He may either allow the duration estimated by t"He
certifying physician, or he may allow a shorter period. The
claims exam.iner records the duration allowed on each claim
record, and the duration is also included in a "weekly "Report
on Duration of Disability^ which is sent to the i^e'^lcal "nir-
ector or one of the Assistants
.
(22)
Benefit payments are usually made for f ourteen-'^ay
periods unless the claimant reouests weekly payments. T^^ese
payments are mailed out by check by the district office.
Along with the check, the claimant receives his initial de-
termination and a continued claim, form.. Tf the ci^eck Is for
the last estimated week of disability, however, a notice of
j
termination of payments is mailed out instead of the contin-
ued claim form. Should the claimant still be unable to work
( because of disability, he may send for anofHer claim form.
I
According to an estimate of the San Francisco office, approx-
j
imately 20 per cent of the claimants write for more forms. (23)
(22) Ibid , p. 13.
(23) Ibid , p. 14,
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Several methods may be employed "by the claims exsmlner
If he desires to verify the facts concerning a 'disability.
He can "flag the claim" (i.e. hold up t>^e claim) for an rtn-
scheduled visit or a medical examination, or he can write or
telephone the certifying doctor for more information. Unsched-
uled visits are visits made by the claims examiner to the
claimant's home without previously notifying the claimant.
These visits serve both as a check on possible malingering
(loafing) by claimants, and as a means of increasing the \mder-
standing of the disability program, '^.en a medical examina-
tion is prescribed by the claims examiner, a letter is sent to
the claimant requesting him to make an appointment with a
specified physician within five days. The fee is paid by the
Commission. The physician is selected from a large panel of
doctors which includes all those belonging to the California
Medical Association. At first, the physician appointed for
the medical examination was called the "agency "doctor". This
teitt,however, proved unpoptilar with the doctors and made f^e
claimants suspicious of the doctor. The term, "independent
medical examiner", which is now used, has proved much m.ore
satisfactory to both the doctors and the claimants. About I
two and one-half per cent of the claim.ants have been scheduled
for examinations. "Touring the first three months of 1948,
examinations averaged 325 per month." (24)
(24) Ibid, p. 16
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Worker contributions to the State Fund totaled !8^90,6 to11»|
lion for the period from May 21, 1946 through March 31, 1948.
Expenditures for the same period included ^22»7 million for
benefit payments (these payments did not begin until r>ecemberlVi
1946) plus |2.5 million for administration. On March 3l', 1948
,jj
the balance was $65.7 million not including ^105.8 million in
the Unemployment Compensation Fund which could be made avail-
!|
able for disability payments
. (25)
The Commission estimated at the beginning of the pros-raw
i|
that it would have to pay about ^42 million in benefits for
the first 13 months of benefit pa3rments (i.e. from T>ecember 1,
'
1946 through December 31, 1947). The actual benefits, >^owever,||
amounted to only a little more than ;^18.8 million. For the
same period, unemployment insurance benefits amounted to
$139.7 million, m.ore than seven times as much. (26)
"For the first three months of 1947, collections from
workers amounted to Sl2,911,300, of which •'^12,262,900. was
available for benefit pa3rments; durin? the same period,benefit ii
payments under the State-fund amounted to §3,729,000.- about
29 per cent of collections. During the same period of 1948.
collections were 110,045,770. of which $9, 548, 000. was cred-
ited to the benefit account; benefit payments from the '^tate
fund were |4, 820, 200., or 48 per cent of collections (27)
(25) Tbld, p. 18.
(26) TF!? , p. 18.
(27) THT, p. 19.
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Al^i'hough benefit payinents had lncrease'5 wVille collections fell
off, the Connnlsslon afforded a simple solution for this.
From January to March, 1948, many more voluntary plans were
in effect than In the corresponding months of 1947. This
meant that the pay-roll base for contributions was reduced.
Despite the fact that the ratio of benefits to collec-
tions was higher In 1948 than In 1947, collections remained
considerably greater than benefits. California has fHus
amassed a large balance. According to the administration, a
disability insurance program does not require as lare:e a re-
serve as an unemployment Insurance system does, because the
risk insured against is not subject to the same extreme fluc-
tuations. Many of the Commission officials feel, therefore,
either the benefits should be made more liberal or t^e rates
|
decreased , (28)
Administrative costs for the period from May 21', 1946
through March 31 ,1948 amounted to $2.5 million. Tn the same
|
period, ^4.6 million had been credited to the administrative
account, (As was mentioned above, the law provides that up
|
to five per cent of the contributions to the State Fund may '
be used for administrative expenses,) Thus, sli£r"htly more
than half of the available money was expended. Since tv>e
expenditures Included many equipment purchases when the pro-
gram was first set up, the allowance for a -^minl strati ve ex-
penses appears to be more than suffici ent.
(28 ) Ibid, p. 19.
II
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B. VOLUFTAHY PLAFS ||
I
j
Voluntary or private plans, as mentioned above, may "be
substituted for the State Plan for (disability Insurance upon
the approval of the California Employment Stabilization Com-
mission. Mo plans could be approved before "necember 1, 1946.
From this date until January 1, 1948, however, 8,757 voluntary
plans covering 478,309 workers were approved. Very little
infonnation Is available as to number of voluntary plans in ex-
istence prior to the effective date of the law, (May 21, 1946).
A study made In July, 1947, however, indicated that there were
1,091 plans for disability insurance in existence prior to tVie
• approval of the Commission. This number represented sixteen
per cent of the voluntary plans that had been approved to that
date, but represented less than one per cent of the employers
who were at that time subject to the California unemployment
insurance law. These prior plans included 172,917 employees.
This figure amounted to 34 per cent of the workers In establish-
ments with approved private plans, but less tv^an ten per cent
of all covered employees . (29) Reports of the agency in'^lcate,
j
moreover, that most of the prior plans could not be approved
without considerable change In the provisions regarding the
workers covered and the exclusions from benefits.
The financing of benefits under voluntary plans is sub-
ject to the provision that employee contributions cannot exceed
.
—(29) g>lg., PR* 20^,21.

one per cent of the taxable wages (i.^a., the first '^3000. psi<^
to a worker in a calen'^ar year). The employer co'ul'^, If he
wished, pay the entire cost of financing the disability in-
surance. Fo figures are available as to the extent to ^Ich
employers contribute financially to the voluntary plans.
According to a survey by the Commission in July, 1947, >^owever
there were only 22 plans covering 1405 workers in which the
employees did not contribute one per cent. (30)
There is one important difference between financing un'^e
the State plan and under voluntary plans. Under the former,
the excess of collections over expenditures is placed in a
reserve fund which may be used to pay benefits In the future.
In the case of voluntary plans however, part of the premium
goes into the profits of the insurance company. Tn addition,
administrative expenses are very likely to be higher f^an the
state 's ,because the insurance company expends money on selling
and advertising.
The chief reason for the success of fhe combine'^ p:* ogram
of disability insurance can undoubtedly be attributed to t>>e
relatively low costs of benefits thus far encountered? . Tf fhe
costs of benefits had been higher, the rate of growfH of
voluntary plans would have been considerably curtailed, and
a much higher mortality rate would have resulte'^ among exist-
ing plans.
(30) Ibid , p. 21.
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A report by the Coroinlsslon on July, 1947 base^^ on t^e
I
study of 6,866 voluntary plans covering 509,064 worVers reveal-
r
II
ed that 56 per cent of the workers were covered by plgns with
maximum weekly awards of i25.00 or less, and approxlitigteTy 15
per cent of the workers were covered by plarfeWith maximum pay-
ments of $36.00 or more. Under the law, the benefit rate of
! voluntary plans must be at least equal to that under the state
plan. (Maximum weekly payments under the "^tate plan, as men-
I
tioned in Chapter TTT, range from ."t^lO. - ^25.) In some cases,
j
the m.axlmum weekly benefits under the voluntary plans are i
higher than those under the State plan, but the actual weekly
||
I
benefits of many of the workers are not much higher f^an tV'ose
' received by workers under the State plan. "Some of the plans
I
base weekly benefits on average weekly wage classes, with
i
I
larger classes and fewer different weekly benefit amounts than
' the State formula. The point of change from one wage class
to another, however, is such that workers w^'ose average wage
L comes at the top of the wage class would have a weekly rate
!' only one dollar more under the voluntary plan than under
the State plan. "(31)
One of the chief objections to the contracting out of
' disability insurance was that the companies which woul<^ be
privately insured would be those with the best Insurance risks.
The law, therefore, provides that voluntary plans will not he
approved if they leave the poorest risks to be Insured by
^31) California Disability insurance Program, op. cit . , p. 24.
!

the State fund. Such a process Is termed as "adverse selection"
The Commission has adopted only one measure of adverse selection
that of "female content". The Commission recognl25es that ti^ere
Is a higher Incidence of dlsahlllty among women than among men,!
The test of adverse selection, therefore, Is "to Insure f^at
the workers covered by voluntary plans Include approximately
as high a percentage of women as the entire covered group," (32)
It has been estimated hy the Commission that approximately
20-25 per cent of the covered workers in California are women.
It has been prescribed, therefore, that at least 20 per cent
of the workers covered by voluntary plans must be female.
Under voluntary plans, workers file their claims '.vlth
their employers or the insurers according to their Instniatlons
'"/hen a first claim is filed under a voluntary plan, it can
start a benefit year for unemployment Insurance If It has not
been previously established. For this reason, the employer
or the insurer must notify the central office of the first
claim. The insurers are not required to report on continued
claims, but they must notify the Commission upon termination
of the claims. The report on the terminated claim must show
"the number of full weeks compensated, the total amount paid,
the date the disability ended, and the reason for the close'i
status of the claim", (33)
The attitUifes toward voluntary plans, on f^e wVtole, have
(32) Ibid , p. 27,
(33) iHTg- , p. 30,

been favorable. The Coirmilsslon ordinarily is in favor of vol-
untary plans, and feels that no serious problems have been
caused by them. Employers, not Including Insurance companies,
are for the most part unaffected by voluntary plans, since
ordinarily no additional cost Is represented by the voluntary
plan. Consequently, employers are more or less neutral on t>^e
subject. Insurance companies are definitely In favor of vol-
untary plans. A major reason for this attltu'^e Is tv»at there
exists (as mentioned above) a favorable ratio between benefits
and collections. As for labor, the national policy of both
the A.F.L. and the G.T.O. is opposed to voluntary plans. The
locals of both these unions, nevertheless, have been actively
interested in the voluntary plans and have, in some c?ses, re-
quired voluntary plans in their contracts with employers.
Section TIT- Comparison and Evaluation of the Two Programs
The Rhode Island and California programs illustrate two
of the three types of state laws described in Chapter TT. The
Rhode Island law provides for a completely state-operated
program. The California law provides for the stp.te-program and
private plans. Both programs have been successful to the
extent of meeting all the benefit payments and accumulating
a considerable cash balance.

A. TEE PROBLEM OF COSTS
Of basic Importance to state Insurance programs is f-»e
problem of keeping the costs of operation mor^erate. The
great evil to be avoided Is the Income statement wherein ex-
penditures exceed Income, Thus far, California has achieved
a greater degree of success than Rhode Island in keeping the
costs of operation (relative to income) moderate.
i
There are generally three major determinates of the
relative costs of a state sickness Insurance program. These are
(1) Benefit provisions
(2) Administration
(3) Economic factors
||
In all three of these categories, the situation in California
militated in favor of lower costs (relative to income) t>^an
that of Rhode Island,
'
The extent and libera lit:/ of benefit provisions greatly
affects the costs of the Insurance program. Thus, the more
liberal the benefits, the greater the costs. The California
i!
law has achieved lower costs because it has restricted bene-
fits to a greater extent than has Rhode Island, (California,
of course, carefully examined Rhode Island's experience before
passing its o'/m law,) In Rhode Island, maternity benefits
have added heavily to the costs of the program. Tn California,
however, pregnancy Is not regarded as a compensable illness

and hence, no maternity benefits are paid, "During a benefit
year, the Rhode Island law provides that only a single seven-
day waiting period must be served regardless of fHe ntiniber of
spells of disability that the claimant may have. Tn California,
on the contrary, a separate seven-day waiting perlo'' mtrst be
served by the claimant for each spell of disability during a
benefit year. Moreover, California's law provides fHat no
benefits will be paid to a claimant who Is receiving "Workmen's
Compensation. Under the original Rhode Island law, a worker
could receive both "Workmen's Compensation and Siclmess Compen-
sation. Even under a subsequent amendment, however, claimants
could receive sickness compensation along with 'Workmen's Com-
pensation so long as the two combined did not exceed 90 per
cent of their weekly wages.
i
Another factor of importance in determining costs is
the effectiveness of administration. It is recognized t>iat
"cheap" administration will often result in higher costs 'dur-
ing the operation of the program. In the first few yegrs of
operation of the Rhode Island law, the funds allocated to
'!
cover administrative expenses were inadequate. At first
(1943), only one per cent of employee contributions was used
for this purpose. Later, from 1944 through June, 1946 f^is
( 34
)
figure was raised to three per cent of contributions. These
funds proved Inadequate to maintain proper supervision of
benefit payments. This Inadequacy accentuated the problem
_(34) Rhode Island now allots six per cent of contributions
—
~ for administration. .

of malingering. Evidence of malingering was llltrstrate'? "by
the fact that the greatest number of claims for sickness bene
fits were filed during the spring and summer months- the
time of the year when the incidence of illness is supposed
to be least. Thus, insufficient administrative funds may be
classified as a contributing factor to the net operating loss
(income less than expenditures) incurred by Rhode Tsland in
1944 and 1945. On the other hand, California provides five
per cent of worker contributions towards a dmljni strati ve
expenses. Since California has a larger number of covered
workers than does Rhode Island, Is has been able to spread
its overhead costs over a wider area and hence has enloyed
lower unit costs. The administrative fund In California has
proved quite adequate. It has enabled claims examiners to
make unscheduled visits to the homes of claimants. This
measure, has proved not only to be an excellent check on
m.alingerlng, but also a means of making claimants better
acquainted with the insurance program. Other factors which
have contributed to the effective administration of Cali-
fornia's law have been:
(1) the review of all claims by the medical direc-
tors
(2) and the scheduling of medical examinations
by the claims examiners to review doubtful
claims.

Effective administration of California's program has "been at
least partly responsible for the large favorable balances
of Income over expenses that have been recorded,
Oi« reason for the relatively higher costs experienced
by Rhode Island has been the unusually large percentage of
women In Its labor force, Approxlm-ately 40 per cent of the
covered workers In Rhode Island are women. (Thus, It has the
largest percentage of women workers of any state,) The Im-
portance of the textile and jewelry Industries Is In large
part responsible for the unusually large percentage of the
work force com.posed of women in Rhode Island, (These Indus-
tries ordinarily employ a high proportion of women workers,)
In California, administrators of the program have estimated
that from 20-25 per cent of covered workers are women. Thus, Rhode
Island can be expected to have higher costs than California,
Rhode Island also experienced greater insurance risks
during the first few years of operation of its law because
older or marginal workers were employed during the war years,
(The years referred to are 1943, 1944, and 1945,) With the !'
end of the war and the withdrawal of many of these workers
||
from covered employment, the operating costs of the program
displayed a similar decline. California, whose law was not
enacted until 1946, was not concerned with this problem.
Another possible reason for the lower costs Incurred
under the California program is the difference in wage rates,
A study of wage differentials in the United States for 1946
Indicated that the wage rates In the Far West -vere 15 per cent

higher than the rates in the ITortheast, Thus, a lower wage
level In Rhode Island could partially account for the "Higher
costs experienced there.
The foregoing comparison of Rhode Island an'^ California
merely serves to Illustrate sowe of the fundamental factors
Influenclal In determining the costs of a state slcVness
Insurance program.. The fact that California has operated at
a lower cost position should not be Interpreted in itself as
an Indication of Its superiority over the Rhode Island law.
This type of Insurance, It should be recalled, '^oes not
operate to make a profit. State administrators are concerned
with costs only to the extent that tv.e contributions receive'^
will be sufficient to provide payment of benefits plus the
accumulation of a reserve fund which might be needed in case
of an epidemic or a depression. Both Rhode Island and Callfor
nla are now recording favorable balances each year. The
adm.lnlstrators In California, however, feel that since t^^eir
costs are relatively low, the benefits should be liberalized
and extended. Thus, lower costs are considered advantageous
only If they serve as a means of Increasing the benefits
accorded to workers.
B. COVERAGE
Both Rhode Island and California provide Identical
coverage for unemployment compensation and sickness insurance.
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Identical coverage provides «any practical advantages both
for the administrators and the ei.ployees. only one system
of tax collection and wage records Is necessary, Employees
do not become confused as to their status under the two laws.
Employers do not have to submit two different sets of records
concerning wages and other factors in order to meet t^e re-
quirements of two different coverage provlsi ons , ( 35)
C. 3E>-^EFTT FomniLA
In both Rhode Island and California, the same base per-
iod and benefit year concepts have been adopted as exist in
the respective unemployment insurance laws of the two states.
In California, the same weekly benefit amount and max-
imum duration for benefits is provided as in the unemployment
compensatior provisions. In Rhode Island, the same weekly
benefit amounts prevailed until the maximum amount for un-
employment compensation was recently raised. There is a sig-
nificant difference between California and Rhode Tslan'^ in
their base period and benefit year concepts. California
employs a flexible base period and benefit year, determined
when a claimant first files his claim for disability.
Rhode Island, on the other hand, em.ploys a uniform benefit
year (April to March) for every claimant. The flexible
(35) Sick-Pay Benefit Legislation, op. cit
.
, p. 37.

"benefit year appears to "be the better of the two oonoepts
. (36)
It is more equitable, for example, for the worker who has
|
just entered the labor force,
j
I
D. PTSABTLTTY" TITSURAFCE THJR TfTQ DEPRESS TOTT f
There is a question as to n^rtiether or not disability
benefit funds will prove adequate to pay benefits to claim-
ants in time of depression. There have been no depressions
|
since the first sickness benefit payments were made in Rhode
|
i,
Island. Nevertheless, the operation of the Rhode island and '
California laws reveal that sickness benefits do not vary as
greatly as do unemployment benefits. Administrators of the
Rhode Island and California programs recognize that depression
will be accompanied by Increase in Illness and conseauently
an increase in benefit payments. In both states, however,
large reserve funds have been accumulated. These funds,
,
thense]ves , are a source of income because they are Invested
in interest-bearing securities. Thus, since sickness does
not fluctuate as violently as unemployment, the large funds
which have been accumulated should prove more than adequate
to finance benefits in times of depre,sslon.
|
(36) The difficulties in the Rhode Island program occasioned
by the use of the uniform benefit year were discussed
in Section T of this chapter.

CHAPTER V
FTITDTNGS ANT> CON CLUSTONS

FTNDTFGS M'V COITCLUSTOFS
State sickness Insurance legislation provlr?es s'^'^erl
protection and security for workers. ClalTcants Who become
non-occupatlonally 111 or Injured may receive cash benefits
for which they would not be eligible under the workmen's
Conspensatlon and Uneinplo3rinent Compensation laws.
A state sickness Insurance program may be financed at
relatively little cost to the workers. Approximately one per
cent of the first |3000 of workers* wages should prove suffi-
cient. If employers as well as workers contribute towards
financing the program, worker contributions may be 'decreased
or benefits may be increased.
The costs of a state sickness Insurance program can be
kept moderate. There should be either a restriction or a
limitation of cash sickness benefit payments In pregnancy
cases. No benefits should be paid to claimants who are re-
ceiving Workmen's Compensation, Unemplo3nfflent Compensation,
or their regular weekly wages. The allotment for administra-
tive expenditures, however, should be high enough to provl'^e
efficient administration. Administrative costs should vary
depending upon the number of workers covered by the law, Tn
a larger state, such as California, wifH a correspondingly
larger number of covered workers, the cost of adipinistration
should be about four or five per cent of contributiors . A
smaller state, such as Rhode Island, would require about

six or seven per cent of oontrlbutlons . larger state re-
quires a smaller percentage of contributions because it can
take advantage of the economies of large-scale administration.
The benefit amounts should be the same as those provl'^ed
for unemployment since both sickness and unemployment Insurance
offer the worker the same type of compensation- partial com-
pensation for wage-loss. The administrators of a state sick-
ness program should endeavor to accumulate a cash balance
sufficiently large to meet contingencies. If too large a sur-
plus is accumulated, however, the contribution rate should be
lowered or the benefits should be increased. Administrators
il must be careful, however, that the benefit is not raised to
the extent that it will encourage malingering on the part of
the worke rs
,
The operation of the Rhode Island and California pro-
grams has demonstrated that two types of state sickness in-
surance programs may be operated successfully: the completely
state-operated program (as in Rhode Island) and the combina-
tion of a state-operated program plus private plans, ''"t Is
safe to predict that both types of sickness insurance programs
will be adopted in the future by other states.
9©
APPEl^^TCES
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APPElTt)TX A
TMPLTCATTOKS OF FITHERAL LEGT^LATTOr
State authorities are generally opposed to federal dis-
ability insurance. These sentiments are merely a manifesta-
tion of the controversy that has long reigned in this country
over states' rights versus federal jurisdiction. Organized
labor has been the chief supporter of fed9ral disability in-
|
surance. Union leaders contend that such legislation would
assure standardized protection for workers against sickness
throughout the nation, (This is an extension of labor's argu-
ment for an exclusively state-operated sickness insurance plan,)
Federal disability insurance has recently been proposed
by President Truman, Tf this legislation is enacted, consld- '
enable revision will have to be made in the insurance programs
of California and wew Jersey. The proposed federal legisla-
tion does not provide for the contracting out of Insurance
(i,e. no provision is made for private or voluntary plans).
In the case of Rhode Island, however, very little revision
would be necessary.
I
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APPElTT)rC C
GLOSSARY OF TEFITS
adverse seleotlon ;
A process whereby private Insurance companies select
the best Insurance risks and leave the poorest risks to be
Insured by the state,
base period ;
The period of a year preceding fn© benefit year,
Wages earned by the claimant during this period determine
his amount of benefits during his benefit year.
benefit formula ;
Ratio of benefits to wages earned In fne base period
as designated In the provisions of the state law,
benefi t year ;
One-year period during which the claimant Is eligible
for benefits,
contracting out ;
Process whereby the state grants private Insurance
companies or self-insurers the right to provide sickness
insurance Instead of the state,
coverage ;
Refers to the number of people who are included with-
in the scope of the law.
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dlsaTalllty ;
A non-OGQupational Illness or injury resulting In an
Individual's inability to perform his regular or customary
work,
aallngering;
Workers ifho feign Illness in order that they may collect
benefits instead of returning to work,
private plans only ;
A state sickness insurance program wherein the state
would contract out the providing of all the Insurance to
private insurance companies.
state programs and private plans;
A state sickness insurance program wherein the state
becomes an insurer, but contracts out some insurance to
private insurance companies,
state program only :
A state sickness insurance program wherein the state
is the sole insurer.
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ABSTRACT
STATE STCKMESS TNSURATTCE LEGtsLATTOTT
IK TBE UITTTED STATES
The twentieth century has witnessed an Increased emphasis
on the part of nations to provide protection for Its workers.
One form of protection that has come to be regarded as necessarj
and desirable is that of sickness insurance. This type of in-
surance would provide partial wage-loss compensation for speci-
fied periods to workers who cannot perform their regular work
because of non-occupational illness or Injury.
It is the purpose of this paper to describe and evaluate
from an economic viewpoint the state sickness insurance programs
that have recently been legislated in the united States.
State sickness insurance laws represent a relatively new
field of legislation in the United States. In Europe, com-
pulsory health insurance, which included not only compensation
for wage-loss but medical care as well, was first legislated
about half a century prior to sickness insurance legislation
in the United States.
J

Germany Is generally credited with having first Initiated
a system of compulsory health Insurance, A law was passed In
1883 which made it compulsory for wage-earners employed In
manufacturing, mines, railroads, construction and river steam-
ships to become members in health Insurance organizations.
I The coverage of the German law was gradually extended so that
by the end of the 1920 *s, approximately two-thirds of all the
gainfully occupied workers in Germany were insured, 1
Ihe German legislation required that covered workers
i become members in"democratically governed" organizations w'Hlch
would act as Insurance carriers. Contributions were made to
the carriers by workers and their employers. Both the con-
tributions and the benefits were determined as given percentages
of the basic wage for the class in which the wage-earner be-
longed. The maximum amount of contributions was fixed at six
per cent of wages and employers were held responsible for
i
having all of their eligible workers Insured.
The German program provided for two major types of bene-
||
fits: cash benefits and medical care. The most Important
cash benefit was compensation for loss of time in the Insured
j
worker's occupation due to disability. Another form of cash
benefit was the m.aternlty benefit. A third type of cash bene-
fit- which was considered a minor cash benefit- was the funeral
benefit. Medical care, as mentioned above, constituted the
j
final major type of benefit provided by the system.

Compulsory health Insurance programs similar to that of
Germany were Instituted In Great Britain anr^ France. Great
Britain* s program was Initiated by the enactment of the T^Tatlon-
al Insurance Act of 1912. Tn France, a national system of com-
pulsory sickness Insurance was enacted In 1929.
The compulsory health Insurance programs of Germany,
Great Britain, and France are much broader In nature than the
state sickness Insurance programs that have been enacted In the
United States, The latter laws provide only for the payment of
cash disability benefits to workers who become non-occupation-
ally Injured or ill.
Tn the United States, Workmen's Compensation laws were
enacted in most of the states during the second deca'^e of tVie
twentieth century. These laws provided compensation in the
form of cash and medical benefits to workers who suffered from
occupational accident and disease. Social Security legislation
was enacted in the United States in 1935. Included In this
legislation was a prc^siori for. state unemployment compensation
laws. Unemployment compensation, as It has been enacte'^ by
the various states, provides partial wage-loss compensation for
covered workers who are unemployed but who are able and willing
to work.
State sickness Insurance legislation, as it v^a? been
developed thus far in the United States, correspor.'^s with f^ose
portions of the broad European health Insurance programs

dealing with cash sickness benefits. As for previous legisla-
tion In the United States, sickness Insurance legislation Is
ii
I
related both to Workmen's Compensation and Unemployment Com-
pensation. State sickness Insurance legislation fills the gap
' In workers' protection between Workmen's Compensation and Un-
employment Compensation.
I
I
There are three main types of laws that a state may
enact in order to provide sickness Insurance. These laws may
provide for;
(1) State program only
(2) Private plans only
(3) State program and private plans
The protagonists of a state program only argue that such a pro-
gram is much easier to administer and much easier for workers
and employers to understand. Supporters of a program of
I
private plans only argue that sickness benefits will vary
i
greatly among industries and even among companies of the same
I
industry. Under the system of private plans, it is felt that
! there would be greater flexibility in handling those varying
! needs. The chief argument in favor of a state program and
private plans is that it enables employers to continue private
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plans which yield heneflts in excess of the statutory mlnlmvm.
There are generally three major determinates of the
relative costs of a state slclcness Insurance program. These
are:
(1) Benefit provisions
(2) Administration
(3) Economic factors
The extent and liberality of benefit provisions greatly affects
the cost of the insurance program. Effectiveness of admlnls-
j|
tration is another Important fact, "Cheap" administration will
often result In higher costs during the operation of the pro-
' gram. Economic factors of Importance are the age and sex
distribution of the covered workers and the level of wage rates.
It is generally agreed that workers should make contri-
butions to finance state sickness Insurance laws. There is
some difference of opinion, however, as to whether or not
employers should be com.pelled to contribute towards this type
of Insurance
•
Rhode Island was the first state to enact the legisla-
tion providing the payment of cash sickness benefits to in-
sured workers. Subsequently, sickness insurance legislation
has been passed by the states of California and New Jersey.

The laws of California and Nq^ Jersey are similar In that they
both provide for state-operated programs supplemented by state-
supervised private plans. These laws differ from the Rhode
Island law, which provides for a completely st a'-.e-operated
program
•
The Rhode Island Sickness Compensation Act was passed "by
the General Assembly in the spring of 1942 and heoamo effective
on May 10, 1942. The coverage of the Act Is the same as that !
under the State Unemployment Compensation Act. A worker Is
|
eligible for cash sickness benefits if he meets the following
requirements:
(1) Tfe must be disabled
(2) He must serve a one-week waiting period
(3) He must file a claim, signed by his physician
in accordance with regulations
(4) He must have earned sufficient wages during the
base period to qualify for benefits.
|j
Before the Cash Sickness Act became effective, workers were
contributing one and one-half per cent of the first !!^3000 of
their wages earned in the fiscal year towards the Unemployment
I
Compensatl en Fund, '^"hen the Act became effectlve ,worker con-
tributions towards the unemployment fund vere reduced to one-
half per cent of wages.; the remaining one per cent was i
I I
transferred to finance the cash sickness insurance program.

In July, 1946, the full worker contribution of one and one-
half per cent was diverted to the cash sickness benefits fund.j
Tn July, 1947, however, the ra^e was restored to one per cent.
The financing of the administrative costs of the program Is Ij
effected by allotlng a percentage of contributions for these I
expenditures. At present, six per cent of contributions Is
allocated for this purpose. The payment of benefits began In
April, 1943. These payments cannot exceed twenty-one weeks
In any benefit year. These benefits range from a minimum of
1^6.75 to a maximum of $18.00 per week. The administration of
the program is placed in the hands of the Unemployment Com-
pensation Board, The Board receives all claims, verifies
them, and disburses all the benefits, Tt has also set up a
prescribed procedure for the filing of claims by workers for
sickness benefits.
,
California's provisions for a sickness Insurance pro- l|
gram became effective on May 21, 1946. The program is financed
by a one per cent wage-earner contribution on the first $3000
of wages in a year. Weekly benefit payments range from ;^10 to
$25 and the duration of benefit pajnnents ranges from 15 to 26
weeks. The California program is administered by the Employ-
ment Stabilization Commission. Tf the Commission approves,
voluntary plans for disability Insurance may be substituted
for coverage under the state plan. i
The new Jersey Temporary 'Disability Benefits law was
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approved "by Govemor T)riscoll on June 1, 1948 and "becaTii© ef-
fective Immediately. The weekly benefit amounts rsnge from
p9 to $22 and the maximum duration of benefits Is 26 weeks.
Workers contribute three-quarters of one per cent of their
taxable wages to help finance the program. Tn addition, employ-
ers contribute one-quarter of one per cent of their taxable
payroll wages. As in California, voluntary plans may be sub-
stituted for the State plan.
The Khode Island administrators experienced a deflclt-
i.e. expenditures exceeded current Income- In 1944 and 1945.
The reasons for the deficit were; the decline In total payrolls
beginning in 1944, and the heavy drain on the Cash Sickness
fund caused by pregnancy, Workmen's Compensation, an'^ retired
workers' cases. Beginning in 1946, the Unemployment Compensa-
tion Board has been able to accumulate a favorable cash
balance for the Cash Sickness fund. The recent successful
operation of the Hhoie Island program m.ay be attributed to
amendments which have improved upon the original provisions
of the law and to the added experience gained b-^ the admln-
1
Istrators of the program.
The administration of the California program has been
successful from Its initiation in 1946. Partly responsible for
this is the fact that California benefitted, from the problems
j
;
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experienced by Rhode Island in the early operations of its
program, A large cash surplus has been accunrulated -under the
California program and the administrators are now recommending
either an increase in benefits or a decrease in v/orker con-
j
tributions,
|
State sickness insurance legislation provides ad'^ed pro- '
tection and security for workers. Claimants who become non-
i
occupationally ill or injured may receive cash benefits for
which they would not be eligible under the Workmen's Compensa-
|
tion and Unemployment Compensation laws,
A state sickness insurance program may be financed at
relatively little cost to the workers, Tf employers as well
as workers contribute towards financing the program, worker
contributions may be decreased or benefits may be Increased,
The costs of a state sickness insurance program can be
kept moderate. There should be either a restriction or a llm-
j
itation of benefit payments in pregnancy cases. No benefits
should be paid to claimants who are receiving 'Workmen's Com- l|
pensation, Unemployment Compensation, or their regular weekly
wages, Th.e allotment for administrative expenditures, however,;
should be high enough to provide efficient administration.
The operation of the Rhode Island and California pro-
grams has demonstrated that two types of state siclmess In-
surance programs may be operated successfully: the completely
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state-operated program (as In Rhode Island) and the cowblnatl onj
of a state-operated program plus private plans. Tt Is safe to
predict that both types of sickness insurance programs will
j
be adopted m the future by other states, i!



